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To the Teacher

This manual is addressed principally to vocational school students, although
the selection of material is actually broad enough to make it eminently suitable for
students in academic middle schools or high schools.

Learning to "think metric" is the key to learning the new system of
measurement, the metric system. Learning to use metric units is like learning a new
language. In a sense, students will become bilingual in measurement. For the next few
years, their primary measurement "language" will still be the English system. Their
secondary measurement language will be the metric system. Gradually, as the metric
system becomes more commonly used, it will become their primary measurement
language, and the English system of measurement will fade into the background.

Students must learn to visualize distances, volumes, weights, etc. in metric
units. They must think kilometers, cubic meters, grams, kilograms, etc. Converting from
English units to metric units should be discouraged, because it deters st.idents from
thinking metric. The use of realistic vocational problems with actual metric measurement
tools should be encouraged, so that students can attain a working, thinking knowledge of
the metric measurement system.

This book is a review of mathematics fundamentals, using metric units of
measurement. It utilizes a common-sense approach to the degree of accuracy needed in
solving actual trade and every-day problems. Stress is placed on reading off metric
measurements from a ruler or tape, and on changing units by moving the decimal point.
The book is designed, finally, to reinforce the student's ability to solve problems
involving linear distances, areas, and volumes.

Attention is called to the numerous conversion charts in the appendix, as
well as charts of screw-thread sizes.

4
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I INTRODUCTION TO METRICS

Lesson 1 Why Change to Metric Measurements?

Objectives:

I. You should be able CO explain why many American manufacturers are usinu
metric measurements for their products.

2. You should be able to explain how a change to the metric system will affect
your trade "Tea.

World trade is important to the United States. We buy
oil, sugar, television sets, cameras, cars, and other products from
foreign countries. Using the products (clothes, autos, etc.) is
easier if we use the same units of measure.

For example, would you know how CO buy clothes in
England? Metric centimeters are used for clothing sizes in
England. A woman who measures 34-24-36 in inches is 85-60-90
in centimeters.

Clothing sizes are different in countries that use the
metric system. When we sell clothing to other countries, we
must use sizes that they understand. A 24-inch waist may be the
same as a 607centimeter waist, but they sound different.

,We usc auto speedometers to measure speed. Your car
measures speed in miles per hour. VW's made in Germany for
Germans measure speed in kilometers per hour. Look at these
tWo speedometers. Which speedometer measures speed like a VW
sold in the U.S.? Why?

8



Metric measurements change" more
than just the speedometer of a car. All of
the nuts and bolts of most foreign cars are
in metric measurements. Foreign cars need
metric tools. They also need metric nuts.
metric bolts, and metric replacement parts.

Usinu two measurement systems
costs more money. An other industrial
nations use the metric system. Many of
these other nations say. "Sell metric to us or
we won't buy." American businesses make
products in one set of measurements (inches.
pounds, etc.) tor the U.S. market; then they
have to make the products in another set of
measurements (metric) for foreign trade.

Som..: U.S. companies are changing
to the metric system to save money. The
Chevette was the first American car to go
metric. This was in 1975. For the first time,
one U.S.-made automobile ma& by one set
of measurements (metric) could be sold all
over the world. Thus Chevettes exported to
Europe could be repaired with replacement
parts made in Europe.



The Caterpillar Tractor Company has also char-I:led to the metric system. Their
tractor parts are interchangeable all over the world. So a tractor part made in France fits
a tractor made in the United States. IBM and International Harvester companies are
examples of other companies thL.t have gone metric.

The metric system isn't new. Metric measurements have been used for many
years for prescription drugs and photographic equipment. For example, the 35 him
camera uses 35 millimeter film. Nutrient conten:s of foods are listed on labels in grams
and milligrams. Each year many products switch to metric measurements.

Get ready. Metric is coming. Will you be ready?

For Class Discussion

1. How will metric measurements,c1-.ange clotiing sizes?

9. Do mechanics need new wrenches. for metric automobiles?

3. You need a metric hat. Would you use a measuring tape or a math problem
to find the answer? Why?

4. When carpentry goes netric, list the metric tools that the carpenter will
need.

5. When air conditioning, heating. and refrigeration go metric, list the gages that
will have to be changed.

6. What tools will change in some of the other trade areas?

7. How will a change to the metric system affect your own trade area?

10
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UNIT II WORKING WITH METRIC MATH

Lesson 1. Reading and Writing Decimals

Objective: You should be able to read and write decimals.

Decimals arc part of our daily lives. Money is usually written as a decimal. All
metric measurements will use decimals. So using decimals is important in a metric world.

Decimals are really fractions that have denominators of 10. 100, 1000, etc. Like
other fractions, all decimals are less than one. In decimal fractions, we replace the
denominator of the fraction with a decimal point, so.

* The fraction a becomes the decimal .9,

* The fraction 9100 becomes the decimal .09,

9* The fraction1000.becomes the decimal .009.

Study the table below. It will help you understand decimals and learn how to
read them.

Decimal Fraction Read

.1

.01

.001

.0001

.00001

10
1

100

one-tenth

one-hundredth

one-thousandth

one ten-thousandth

one hundred-thousandth

1000
1

10000
I

100000

In the same way,

.3 is read "three-tenths"

.03 is read "three-hundredths"

.003 is read "three-thousandths"

and

.23 is read "twenth-three hundredths"

.724 is read "seven hundred twenty-four thousandths"

1 1
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Whole numbers with decimals, or mixed numbers, can be read as follows:

3.4 is "three and four-tenths"
or "three point four"

17.83 is "seventeen and eighty-three hundredths"
or "seventeen point eighty-three"

The decimal point, you can see, is read as "and" in the first way. ai.1c1 "point" in
the second way.

PROBLEMS

1. Write the following as decimals.

a. Four-tenths

b. 17-hundredths

c. Nine-hundredths

d. Twelve-thousandths

P. 72 ten-thousandths

f. Seven and three-hundredths

g. Fifty-three and two ten-thousandths

h. Twenty-nine and ninety-nine thousandths

Write each of the following as words:

a. .2

b. .84

c. .621

d. 3.07

e. .721

f. 4.52

g. 36.0009

h. 8.372

i. 6.06

j. 4.208

12
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k. 16.075

1. .050

m. 1.0032

n. 10.4009

0. .998

p. 149.7

q. 35.485

,r. $22.98
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UNIT II WORKING WITh METRIC MATH

Lesson 2 Multiplying by 10 and 100

.tive: You should be able to multiply by 10 and 100 by moving the decimal,
point.

One of the nicest things about using metric math is that changing from large
- units of measurement to small units (or the other way around) is so easy. Metric units go

by 10's. So, we Multiply or divide by 10, 100, 1000, etc. to change from one unit to
another. It works like our money system. When we count money, the dollar is the basic
unit.

1 dollar = 10 dimes, or 1 dime = JO of a dollar

1 dollar = 100 cents, or 1 cent = .01 of a dollar

We convert (change) from larger units to smaller units by multiplying. Watch
how it works.

Convert (change) 18 dollars to dimes. The dollar is the larger unit. It has 10-
times the value of a dime. So we have 10 times as many dimes as dollars. In other words,
we need to multiply 18 dollars by 10 to get the number of dimes.

To multiply by 10, move the decimal point ONE place to the RIGHT.

Where is the decimal point in the number '18? Since no decimal' point appears in
the number, we know that it is.a whol number, and therefore it really has a decimal
point understood at the end of the number.

S18 = S1.8/

Then how can we move the decimal point one place to the right ?

To do this we must write $18 as S18.0. It still means the same thing.

10.

Now, if we want to convert the 18 dollars to cents, we must reniember that a

dollar has 100 times the valueof a cent. To multiply by 100, we move the decimal point
TWO places to the RIGHT.

1 4
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So, $18 X 100 = 18.(10, = 1800 cents.

So we can call our $18
4.

18 dollars
or 180 dime-,
or 1800 cent

PROBLEMS

1. A roll of dimes from the bank has $10 in it. How many dimes are
there? ,

2. YOur boss needs pennies for change. He sends you to the bank- with
74 dimes to change- for pennies. How many pennies will you have?

3. You have $54 to change into dimes. How many dimes will you have7

4. Change the $54 into pennies. How many pennies will you have?

5. Change $3.50 to dimes.

Change $3.50 to pennies.

7. Change S400 tO dimes.

8. Change $14.57 to pennies.

'9. Which way did we move the decimal point in problems 1 through 8?
Why?

16. ,Do we multiply or divide when we change from larger units to smaller
units? Why?



UNIT II WORKING WITH METRIC MATH

Lesson 3 Dividing by 10 and 100

'Objective: You should be able to divide by 10 or 100 by moving the decimal point.

In -lesson 2 we changed larger money units to smaller units by by 10
or 100. Now we will convert (change) from smaller unit,.
Watch how it works.

((y

Convert (change) 300 dimes to dollars. The dime is the smaller unit. It is only
1/10th or .10 of a dollar, because there are 10 dimes in a dollar. Therefore we will have

fewer dollars than dimes, and we will divide by 10.

We divide by 10 by moving the decimal point ONE place to the LEFT, like this:

330 dimes 10 = 300. = 30.0 dollars = 30 dollars

Now, if we want to change 3,000 cents to dollars, wc must remember that a cent
is only 1/100th or .01 of a dollar, because there are 100 cent in a dollar. We must divide
the 3000 cents by 10( .

To divide by 1)0, we move the decimal point TWO s to the LEFT.

PROBLEMS

1.

3,000 cents t 100 = 30,09; dollars = 3 3 dollars = 30 dollars

Change 4,782 cents to d011ars.

2. Change 74 dimes to dollars.

Change 800 cents to dimes.

4. Change 670 centsto dimes.

5. Change 260 c:.) dimes.

6. Change 1400 70 dollars.
. ..

Express 1450 C 1: as dollars.

8. Express 2295 cents as dollars.

9. Which way (right or left)did we move
problems 1 through 8?

10. Do we multiply or divide when we
units to larger units? Why?.

the decimal point in

change from smaller

1 6
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UNIT H WORKING. WITH METRIC MATH

Lesson 4 Reading Metric Math

Objective: You should be able to tell how the size of metric measures can be told
from the measurement name itself..

In the U.S. system of weights and measurements, changing from one unit to
another is a long process of multiplying or dividing by .hard numbers. rjr example, to
change 50 ounces to pounds, we have to divide 50 by 16 (the L auer of ounces in a
pound.)

3
16)-51F

48
2

Answer: 3 lbs. and 2 ounces

Working with metric math, however, is easy. system i decimal
....stem. "rhis means that every unit is 10 times as big as =aller unit, and 1/10th

le siz, if the next larger unit. Therefore changing fro.7. .e :o another is as simple
mov.:.g a decimal point!

Watch how it works with money. The dollar is isic unit for measuring
non,q. The dime. is .1 or 1/10th the value of a dollar. !:'s :s .1 or 1/1.0th the value .

:lime, it is also .01 or 1/10001 :he value of a dollar.

dime = 1/1 or .1 of a dollar
cent = 1/100 or .01 of a dollar
mill = 1/1000 or .001 of a dollar

The metric system uses prefixes on the unit nom: re; vou how large something
is. Three of the prefixes are shown here. They may rer f our money system:

deci = means 1/10 or .1
centi = means 1/100 or .01
milli = means 1/1000 or .001

If deci is 1/10th, what is it 1/10th of?The prfs le metric s cm are
attached. to. , the basic unit ..to -show whatis.--being nicasi ed. F..r example.
.MEE-ter) is the basic unit for measuring lengths.

So,
a decimeter = 1/10 or .1 of a meter
a centimeter = 1/100 or .01 o; me:.

a millimeter = 1/1000 or .001 of a

1 7
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Metric also uses three other-prefixes. These have values greater than the base unit.

So,

Ahliough
actual day-to-day

Let's see
connect each one
stands for.

deci 1 10

deka
hecto
kilo

means 10 times
Means 100 times
means 1000 times

a dekameter = 10 meters
a hectometer = 100 meters
a kilometer = 1000 meters

metric uses all of these prefixes, and you will learn what they mean, in
use only a few of them are used very much.

if we can't find some ways to remember these prefixes. The trick is to
in your mind with some way cif remembering what number the prefix

This prefix comes from the Latin word "decirnus," meaning one-tenth.
It is the prefix upon which the decimal system is based. But how to
remember it?

This is a hard one, to be sure. But perhaps you have heard the word
"decimate," meaning to destroy a large part of, as "the epidemic
decimated the' population of the area." This word originally referred to
a way of punishing a group of people, say, an army division that had
rebelled. One out of every ten men cone-tenth) were selected bY lot,
and these men were killed! The division Avas decimated.

centi 1/100 This is an easy one. One cent is one-hundredth of,a dollar.

We have a word "mill" in our money system, meaning one-tenth of a
.cent or one-thousandth of a dollar. We don't actually have the coin,
but the word is used in taxation a tax of so many mills per dollar of
value. Electricians often use the words "milliampere" and "millivolt,"
meaning one-thousandth of an ampere or a volt.

Do you know the word "decade"? It means a period of 10 years. If
you find' that word hard to remember, try thinking of' "decking" a
prizefighter for the count of 10!

hecto 100 times This prefix is not used very much, either in the metric s stem or in
English wordsBut 100 is a "heck of a lot," especially if you've got
100 dollars to spend!

miii 1/1000

deka 10 times

kilo 1000 times Here again the electricians have an advantage they already know
about the -kilocycle (1000 cy cles) and the kilohertz, equal to 1000
cycles per second. Our parent: pay the electric company according to
the number of kilowatts (1000 watts) used. But if electrical terms come
hard, think of, our government's capacity for overkill with nuclear
bombs!

18
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PROBLEMS

1. Which is larger?

a. centimeter or meter

b. centimeter or millimeter

c. meter or kilometer

d. millimeter or kilometer

e. millimeter or meter

2. If each unit below is .1 of the next larger unit, how many: (Be careful, it's tricky.)

a. millimeters in 1 centimeter

b. centimeters in 1 decirnter

c. decimeters in 1 meter

d. dekameters in 1 hectortleter

c. hectometn-s in 1 kilometer

3. If each unit below equals 1 times the next smaller unit; how :ilany:

a. kilometer- in 1 hectometer

b. hectometers in 1 dekameter

c. dekameter3 in 1 meter

d. meters in 1 decimeter

e. decimeters in 1 centimeter

4: Define these measurements:

a. kilometer

b. meter

C. centimeter

.14

d. millimeter

..If .you.. are-usually- rushed...forl. dme_. _morning,. Whick.would..y.ou.
kilometer away from your school or 5 meters?

1 2



6'. If milk is your favorite drin.k, which would you rather have a liter of milk or a
millileter?

7. One vitamin-C tablet contains a gram of the vitamin, and another contains 1000
Milligrams..Which tablet has more vitamin C?

8. A centimeter is vv11;!' ',art of a meter?

9 A tabl, of food values listed all foo,.. in 100-gram portions. Can you figure out
another way of saying 100 grams?

10. A bill for electricity charged by tEe kil)watt-hour. How ,Ase ould you say the same
thing?

20
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UNIT III LINEAR ME/..3UREMENT

Lesson 1. Reading

,noulu
ruler.

LL, take short measurements with a meter stick or

Taking measurements (DI- things with a yardstick, tape, or ruler is far frc ri easy.
There are 3 'feet in a yard, 12 inches in a foot, and each inch is divided into halves,
quarters, eighths, etc. Mistake z.re very likely to creep in somewhere and goof up your
measure men t.

TakIng n-:easurements metric is much, much simpler. Remember metric is all
based on the number 10.

Tirst, let's see how . 1g the standard measure of length (linear measure) is.Your
instructo7 will show you a stick and a yardstick. You will see that the meter is a
little lon,..-2r than a yard. Here 3 a picture that shows the difference.

1 METER

1 YARD

Now let's look more closely at the meter stick. One end of it looks like this:

lem 16 III 1'2 14 1'5

Each one of those lines across the stick stands for 1/100 of a meter. But we already
know what 1/100 of a meter is. It is a centimeter.

Now ict's look mor closely at the centimeter. -The distance from 0 to 1 in this
picture is one centimeter.

(1111111111111

M

The centimeter is its_lf .-..vided into 10 parts. Do you remember the narne the
next sma_ier metric measure:71e:- 7? .... if you said millimeter, you were rht. The
distance between each twolineL is one milliTletr, and the whole centimeter is equi to
10 millimeters.

1 4.
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fact that we are dealing with numbers that go by tens and hundreas i. an_
,hat read a measurement off directly in decimals.

For exrnple, suppose we measured something and found that it came to 5
centimeters and 1 millimeter. We know that 1 mm = .1 cm; so we would simply say the
measurement wa3 5.1.cm.

aa TII7 ra 4 8 9 10
InthinktihntinttlinhulL

Similar!-- , if the measurement came to 7 cm and 8 mm, we could read if off
directly as 7.8

Here is another picture of the first part of a meter stick. Notice. how the
different measurements are read.

111:m11 ohilitiliMitH1111T(liffiliiii f!
I

3 4 5 6 7 8 90 1 2

9.6 11 12.3 13.7 15.1

10 11 12 13 14 15

All measuremehts, as you know, arc approximations. We use the, degree of
accuracy that the situation calls for, If we are measuring a.window for drapes or curtains,
it would be accurate enough to measure it to the nearest whole centimeter. If we were
measuring the same window for a window shade to fit into brackets on the inside of the
frame, we would surely need an .accuracy to the nearest tenth of a centimeter that is,
to the nearest millimeter. if We- were manufacturing window locks, we might want the
mating parts accurate to the nearest tenth of a millimeter. If we were manufacturing
screws and bolts, we would probalt have to have our measurements accuratc
hundredths of a millimeter.

Right now, as we get used to working with metric, we will use ordinary tap:2s
.t ruicrs. and we will tak-.2 fairly rough measurements.

To help you think in metric terms, here are three common metric measurements.

A dime-is .abou-r 1 -millimeter-thick.
A piece of chalk is about 1 centimeter thic
The distance frcrn a doorknob to the floor is about 1 meter.

2 2
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PROBLEMS

1 . Write in the number of centimeters an,i millimeters for points A through H as shown
on this metric ruler. Then express each mie in centimeters. using a decimal.

Example A B C D E F

I 1 1ITTITIMIT1111611911111-11111191flIpliiIIITITITITHI1 VIIIITIT11111IIIIIIIII1pMf11411111111111111110111111111111

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 H 1 2 1 3 14 1 5

NM& VIONION4 Nosminaminoweisuommasm mossomosusismemenaneeensa.

Example: l cm 6 min or 1.6 crn

A. col mm o:-

B. Or

OrC.

D.

E.

F.

H.

or

or

or

or

or

cm

2. Now write the number of centimeters for A through H on this section of a meter
stick.

19 20 21 22 a 241 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 :2

Example A

Example: f9.9 cm

A. cm

B.

C.

D.

E.

3. Using a meter stick or ruler, give the measurements of the following, correct to the
nearest tenth of a centimeter.

A. The width of this math book

B. The height of this math book

C. -The distance from the line (.,f 71 p-r-)blem 1 to the line of H
. .. .

D. The distance from the line .)f- A :n problem 2 to tzhe line of D

The length and width of a floor -ile in the classroom-,

The diagOnal of a floor tile. fror corner to corner

C. The dimensions of a single winci w 'pane

2 3



4. Give these measurements correct to the nearest whole centimeter.

A. The width of a file cabinet

B. The depth of a bookcase

C. The height from the floor to the top of the teacher's desk

5. Measure the following, giving your answers correct to the nearest millimeter.

A. The thickness of this math book

B. These distances (write on the lines)

C. The dimensions of the light switch on the wall

D. The length of your shortest fingernail

E. The length of your longest fingernail

2 4



UNIT III LINEAR MEASUREMENT

Lesson 2 Measuriigoi Distances

Objective: You should be able to take metric measurements longer than a meter.

You may need to take measurements of longer distances from time to time. Yoa
might have to order lumber for a job, or get the size of a room in order to buy the right
amount of carpeting, measure property for fencing, etc.

There are folding metric rulers and metric tapes that you can use to take these
measurements. Once again, they are much easier to use than tapes marked in yards, feet,
and inche§.

Here is a picture of a meter stick.

1 Meter

The meter stick has been divided into 10 parts. Do you remember the name of
the measure that is 1/10 of a meter? ... If you said decimeter, you were right. Some
metric tapes and folding rulers use different colors to mark off the decimeters, but many
do not.

Here is the actual length of a decimeter.

1 Decimeter

Suppose you took a measurement that came to 2 meters and 1 decimeter. Since
the decimeter equals 1/10. (or .1) of a meter, you could give the measurement
immediately as 2.1 meters.-

Or if a medsurement came to 7 meters and 8 decimeters, you could give it

immediately as 7.8 meters.

-.Most -measurements- -are.. read.. from _the .tape,...however,...not . tneters_and_,
decimeters (tenths), but in meters andcentimeters (hundredths). These measurements are
-just as easy to read off."

25
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Suppose you found that your measurement came to 3 meters and 26
centimeters. You could just call it 3.26 meters.

Or it might come to 11 meters and 85 centimeters. Easy! That's 11.85 meters.

You and your fellow students can measure the classroom and get its length,
width, and height. Take the measurements first in meters and centimeters, and then in
meters and hundredths. Get each measurement correct to the nearest whole centimeter or
hundredth of a meter.

Length:

Width:

Height:

PROBLEMS

cm or

cm or

cm or

1. Give the following measurements in terms of meters:

Example: 6 in 7 dm 6.7 m

A. 10 m 2 dm

B. 3 m 9 dm

C. 12 m 5 dm

D. 142 m 8 dm

E. 6 dm

2. Give the following measurements in terms of meters:

Example: 14 rn 12 cm 14.12 m

A. 4 rn 80 cm

B. 10 m 29 cm rn

C. 9 m 4 ci
D. 26 rn 92 cm in

E. 45 cm In

ni

rn

3. With a partner. take the following measurements in meters and centimeters, correct to
the nearest whole centimeter. Give your answer in terms of meters, as in Problem 2
above.

A. The inside height of the door opening in your classroom

B. The length of the chalkboard

C. The length of the teacher's desk

D.

E.

2 6
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For Class Discussion

1. Would a carpenter measure a dbor to the, nearest meter, decimeter, centimeter. or
nTillimeter? Why?

Would a drewnaker use meters, decimeters, centimeters, or millimeters to measure a
. person for clothes? Why?

Would the dressmaker purchase cloth in terms of meters, decimeters, centimeters. or
millimeters?

4.- Would a machinist use meters, decimeters, centimeters, or millimeters to measure
_bolts? Why?

5. What unit of measure would you use-for:

a. a window frame

b. floor tile

c. an air duct

d. distances between towns

c. garden fencing

F. thickness of a plate or cup

g. spark-plug gap

li. height of a mountain

a road sign

J tablecloth

6. Measure this boara. What unit of measiure did you use? What unit of measure would
you use for a longer board?

20
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UNIT III LINEAR MEASUREMENT

Lesson 3 Kilometers

Objectives: You should know how long a kilometer is.

You should know the names and meanings of the other metric units
longer than a meter.

But... ,Officer, I never heard of kilometers per hour!

THINK METRIC! You may_ be glad that you did!

Thc meter, we have seen, is the basic unit for measuring lengths whether the
length of a bolt or the distance from here to Paris. All of the prefixes (cleci, centi, and
milli) we have used up to now stand for less than one meter (1/10, 1/100, 1/1000). We
need different prefixes when measuring longer distances. Let us review what they are.

28
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The prefix deka means "10 times." A dekameter is equal to 10 Meters.

The prefix becto means "100 times." A hectometer is equal to 100
meters.

Neither of the above units is used very much. What is used a great deal is
"kilometer." (Unlike the other metric words, "kilometer" is usual'. pronounced "kil
LOM e ter.")

Kilo means "1,000 times." A kilometer is equal to 1,000 meters. The
kilometer is used to measure long distances.

For Class Discussion

1. A kilometer is equal to about .6 mile. Since it is a smaller distance than a mile, will
there be more or fewer kilometers than miles in any given distance?

2. Look at the two speedometer dials below. Are the speeds about the same or
diffegnt? Why?

3. Will a car that gets 25 miles per gallon of gas get more or fewer kilometers per
gallon?

4. Which is longer, a racing track that covers a mile or one that covers a kilometer?

5. On a hike, would you be nearer home if you had two more miles to go or two more
kilometers?

6. How many meters in one kilometer?

7. The class will estitna;e the distances in kilometers between several locations that are
more than 1 kilometer apart.

2 9
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PROBLEMS

1. Unscramble thes( rne:-. fixes:

Scramble Metri .

keda

tohec

loki

2. What are the most cc. ;in letric_ un:ts for measuring di Give at lea:. one
example of a length tkat y voUld measure for each of tL f ir units.

A. Standard of meas__ it:

B. Smaller measurements:

C. Very small measurements:

D. Long distances:

3 0
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UNIT III MI

:.:sson 4 )ne Unit to Anc,her

,lbjective: You should be able to convert (change) :,ftnt from one metric
unit to another.

Many times when you work a problem you enc:
:limbic. For example, if v ou wanted to buy favors for
.vor cost 29 cents, you'd -vant to knoW the total cc:..z.

29 cents >: 80 = 2320 cents

course, what you really want to know is the num-
ince our money system is a decimal system (like the
hange from cents to dollars is move the decimal point.

lit that ir not really
0 people. and each

s. As we have seen,
we have to do to

Since there are 100 cents in a dollar, the dol12.1- T..irger unit, and we will

have fewer dollars than we have cents. This tells us th:..r T1;. r divide. We divide by
100 by moving the'clecimal point to the left.

2320 cents 4' 100 2320 .= $ 23.2 ;

Converting metric, measurements is just as easy aL zents dollars or

dollars to cents.

Below is a table you can refer to if you forget
Although all the units from kilometer to millimeter are s
units are marked with a *.

Value of Metric Linear Units

each unit Aands for.
:nost commonly used

Linear Unit Symbol Meters

* 1 kilometer km -.:_- 1.0:10 meters
1 hectometer hM , 100 meters
1 dekameter dam. ..-_- 10 meters

* 1 meter rn -,_- 'isic Linear Unit
1 decimeter dm -_-: .1 meter

* 1 centimeter cm --,. .01 meter
* 1 millimeter mm -,.. .001 meter

Here is a problem foi the class to work out together.

A room measures 20 4 meters long

31
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(3

(4

my c,:kameters long is it?

_ dek_-_met.er equals 10 meters.
cickarote: :measurc%therefore the large:-

lierefre thc7re will be fewer dekarneters tam rmeters.
e tfle Jre divide:

26. ÷ 1 )
Mc- th:.: decimal point orz place to the left.

- 10 = 20.4 2.04 dekameters

(h. Hu mar.- 2ntimeters long is the room?

ine cc:: :meter equals 1/100'(.01) of a meter.
One me:e-,r is therefore equal to 100 centimeters.
The ceml:meter is the smaller measure.
Thus the:e will be more centimeters than meters.
We there:Ore multiply:

20.4 X 100
Mow: the decimal point two places to the right.
20.4 X 100 = 20 40 (We have to add a zero to get two places.)

= 2040 centimeters

(c.) How man kilometers long is the room?

(1) Ode kilometer equals 1000 meters.
(2' A kilometer is therefore the larger measure.
(3 Therefor: there will be fewer kilometers than meters.

We tF cre.::Ore divule:

20.4 1000
Move the decimal point three places to the left.
20.4 ÷ 1000 = 0204 (We have: to add a zero to get three places.)

= .0204 kilomet,.

i_ook at tke Linie room agaip; we can now nake a chart showing its length in seven
ifferen: u:-.its of Metric linear measure.

The room is .0204 kilometers
or .204 hectometers
or 2.04 dekameters
or 20.4 meters
or 204 decimeters
or 2,040, centimeters
or 20,400 millimeters.

3 2
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PROBLE/v

1. Measur. ,,,._ Jr classr-Jon -. in met:rs (:,_, tv '.., '. -m...ii -)i..:es). Con i--1- t.le 1E .:remer -,
by mu .-.Th:ing or (:.:viii'. ':I.T,, as : illbv.-

A. L.-.1: :th meters ..:._:1-...- Or :.enti: ..-...._:_rs

B. N:v :neters: ._ my ...:-...: or ..-.enti-,2:- ers

C. Ei :..,.- I.: meters: . .);: -;!..7"_;: Or :i.!Ilri7-`-'7 :.!rs

2. C 1, . :o par..,.: 16 a 1 .)nvert each meas. :enr :-. 1:1 proLem 3 as :ncl...:_. ..:

A.

13.

C.

mm

mrn

E. : cm m

cm ---- in

F. cm m

G.(1) cm rn

G.(2) cm .. m

Conve- .ach measurement In probiem , on p....4e I from millimeters tL)

centu, rs.

A. Inn

13. (1) mm

C. mm

D. rim c.1T1

E. turn cm

4. Coil ,'ert. each measUrenient in problem 4 i p,.,ge 17 :-:)n centirn.. .2rs to meters.

A. cm 111

13. c in

C. c

Convert each meacrement in problem 3 u ige

A. m CM

13. m cm

C. Ill CM

D. ill LIII

E. Ill C111

3 3t
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6. Con 1.

B.

meter centimeters

to meters

C. 40, decir:t, .:rs to meters

D. :.1,-; Inet.s to kilometers

E. _338 .ntimeters nicters

F. 493 . millimeters to meters

G. 2.493 kilometers to meters

H. .16 ..leters to centime1,2rs

1. .072 meters to millimeters

J. 143 ti:scimeters to meters

C 7ivert the following measure:71ents.

A 2.2 meters 70 centimeters

149 minim ters to centime '7

.72 meters to millimeters

.04 meters to millimeters

42 meters to kLometers

16 centimeters to meters ii

35 meters to decimeters

3 i
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1 0 A. meter: to kilo ---,eters

1. 9 '7,-r- timete: to me-.2IS

2. 71-ie:ers to

'3 5
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S. Now s,:e how quickly you can complete th:s picture by connectitig
order.

8.6 mm =-- .86 cm 16. 7 m --= c7n

2. 9 in = mm 17. .9 cm .--- min

3. .43 km = ill 18. .00012 km =- mm

4. 6.- cm --,-- m 19. 75 mm =
5. 843 mm = m 20. .0136 km =
6. .923 ,:tri -= mm 21. 5.3 rn =- cm

7 498 m km 22. 53 mm =
8. 28.3 m77:1 =-= cm 23. .CP )7 rn -,---

V. 4300 c..--1 _.,. km 24. .86 m =- IT 1

10. 913 m .--, km 25. .1 cm = mm

11 .843 IT = Ilim 26. 75 m = km

12. 86000 rrim .-- km 27. 1200 cm =
13. .0067 . m ---- cm 28. 136000 mm' = km

14. 4.98 cm = mm 29. .1 m = c

15. 28.3 cm = m 30. 1 mm --= cr:1

3 6 29



9. BRAIN MASER

Connect the answer to problem (a) to th:. answer to problem (b) for each of the 20
double problems below. Use the margins :cr figuring. ;Vatch out for changes in units!

.013

Co

( i

1. 8 m + 5 m --=

"). 8 m + 5 m ------

3. 8 cm + 5 cm =

2.

4. 8 cm + 3 cm .---

5. 436 m + 764 m =

6. 8 cm + 2 mm --=

7. 6 cm + 7 m rn --,--

8. 6 cm + 7 mm =

9. 4 in +3 c m -,--

(.7 43 6.10
I

112.

6 0 0
.13 6.7

/to

.3

2.1

11. 03 43 4b3 a,

'7

&m

krr &

in &

mr &

km &

mm &

mm a:

cn &

r: . '',2

e
Al 9 .407

(b)

9 m - 3 ,m = ril

17 cm - 12 c m .--' c m--
43 km 33 km =--- km

7 mm 4 mm = rilm----_____

32 cm - 9 cm . cm

9 cm - 28 mm = Mtn

9 c m - 28 mm = cm

1 k m - 530 m = m

1 km - 530 m = 'km

10. 4 m + 3 cm = Cmil ...,: 9.8 m - 0.8 m = m

11. 5 cm + 20 mm = cm & 9 m 380 cm = ril

12. 4 cm + 3 mm = mm & 0.7 m 69 cm --= crfl

13. 9 mm + 4 mm = cm & 27 cm 19 cm = Cm

14. 10 m + 200 cm = m & 52 cm 3 cm = ril

15. 365.cm + 225 cm = m & 8 cm - 3 cm = min

16. 5 cm + 9 mm = mr & 14 cm - 28 mm -= mrn

17. 356 mm +324 mm = cri & 7 c m 28 min = c M

18. 49 cm + 18 cm = mni & 11 mm 8 mm -,-- cm

19. 38 m + 21 m = kr & 3.9 mm 2.8 mm = MIT

20. 8 mm -1 13 mm --= cir 18 m - 1.3 m --.-- ril

3 7
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10. MIX AND MATCH PUZZLE 1
(Linear Measure)

On the next page you will see the sheet you are 7)ing to work on.

Cut the squares on this page apart. You are going to arrange these squares on the next
page so that every measurement has rile same value as the measurement adjacent (right
next) to it. Sec the example below. When you are sure your solution to the puzzle is
correct, paste or tape your squares down.

.01 rn

57 km

4 rn

.23 km

4mm

23 mm

5.7 km

400 m

.057 km

1000 cm 40 ram

230 dm

10 cm

570 mm

.4 mm

230 mm

.01 m

5.7 m

.4 cm

57 mm

.023 hm

400 cm

5.7 mm

.1 cm 1 in

230 cm

400 ram

23 cm

4 cm

23 m

10 d

57 cm
230 m

400 km 4000 In

57 din

.04 ni

5700 m

.057 cm

10 dm 1 mm

2.3 dm

57 m

4 mm .4 in

23 cm

.04 inn

570 km

.1 mm

5.7 cm

40 mm

236 km

4 km

.:'.7 cm

2.3 cin

10 m .4 km

23 m

2300 inn)

1 dm .4 cm

.057 mm

.01 m

.023 km

31



r----

57 km

.01 m 4 m

.23 km

SOLUTION to MIX and MATCH PUZZLE I

3 9
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UNIT III MEASURING L.EN

Lesson 5 Calculat:ng cerir.ecrs

Objective: You should be aEe to me...,.sure and ,:.:ilculat( :he perimetei-:,

rectangles, and triangles.

The perimeter is the distance around the outside an object. Ii- is L.

length or linear measurement. For example, we measure :he r.erimeter for:

The length of fence to go around a fie.j. a or a horrle

The length of molding tc go around a room a table, or a

a The distance around areas fai edging... :hs, ad: , etc.

Perimeters are usually easy to measure. You cal_ _ re all the
object. Howevel if the object is a square, it is usually -.o measure .)ne
multiply by 4 to get the perimeter.

3 cma-

3 of"

id, re o ow. n No

3cm

31cm

For exampk. t he thi,

squ.,re is 12 L.,rit_inet2rs.

Now, let's look at the perimeter of a rect;_ ie. A la: is the oc7:711:

rectangle? 8 cm

3.5 cm

r.

8 cm

3.3 c

Not all objects are a perfect square or a perfect re:r. ngle. What is

of this object? 7 crn

4 cm

33
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What is the perimeter of this triangle? *Use a inetric ruler to measure the lengths
of the sides.

Now, let's find the perimeters of-some objects in the classroom.

What is, the:perimeter of the .top of your desk (or your teacher's'.de,sk)? Should
your measurements be in millimeters, centimeters, or meters? Why?

What is t1.1 length of the molding around the chalkboard in your 'classrooni?..
.4

What is- the length of the baseboard in your clas_sroom?

PROBLEMS

1. A carpenter was to install a dado molding aroun,d a
room that measured 5.4 nieters by 7.2 meters. How
much molding did he need?

2. A machinist had to drill, small holes all around A metal
plate that was 31 cm long and 15 cm wide. If the holes'
were to be drilled 1 cm apart (center to center) , how
Many holes would be required?

3. A farmer's field, rectangular in shape, rnedsured 210
meters by 375 meters. Hoyv much fencing would he
need to enclose the entire _field? (Give your answer in
two different Metric units.),

4 I
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4. A housewife wanted to decorate a tablecloth with a
fringe edging. If the tablecloth was 1.3 meters square,
how much fringe would she have to buy?

5. A tarpaulin had to be reinforced along all four edges. If
its dimensions were 3.6 meters by 4.5 meters, how
much reinforcing material was needed?

6. How much picture-frame molding is needed for a
picture 78 cm by 51 cm? (Give your answer in two
different metric units.)

7. A mason was going to put a brick edge around a
terrace that measured 6.5 meters by 8.9 meters. What
distance would he have to figure on?

If each brick (standing on end) and its mortar came to
8 cm, how many bricks would be required for this job?

8. An upholsterer Vras to decorate the edge of an
upholstered piano bench with ornamental nailheads
placed 2 ,cm apart (center to center). If the bench
measured 38 cm by 75 cm, how many such nails would
he have to buy?

9. A swimming pool measured 6.8 meters by 23 meters.
How long would the perimeter be?

How many brick, laid end to end, would be needed to
edge the pool if each brick and its mortar came to 22
cm?

10. How much veneer edging is needed for a table 82 cm
by 2.24 meters?

How much would be needed for 20 such tables?

4 2
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UNIT III MEASURING LENGTHS

Lesson 6 Calculating Circumferences

Objective: You should be able to compute the circumference of a circle when given
either the diameter or the radius.

The distance across a circle through its center is called the diameter of the circle.

The perimeter of a circle has a special name. It is called the circumference.
Measure any circle a tire, a grinding wheel, a dish, a circular path and you will find
that the circumference is always a little over 3 times the diameter of the circle.

ONCE
Oi#

A more exact figure for this relationship
is 3.1416 times the diameter. Depending on how
accurate we need to be in finding a circum-
ference, we may use the figure of 3.14 or 3.1416.

Scientists sometimes use even a more accurate
figure. This number, 3.1416, has been given a
name, the Greek letter Tr or pi. We write the
above relationship in a sort of shorthand, called a
formula. It is

This stands for : Circumference equals 7r times the
diameter.

With other members of your class, measure the diameters and circumferences of
at least five circles, as accurately as you can. Some suggestions of things to measure are
pulleys, grinding wheels, clock faces, circular tables, and any other circular objects in
your shop or lab. Divide each circumference by the diameter. The more accurate your
measurements, the closer you will come to pi, or 3.1416. See how accurate you can be.

The radius of a circle is the distance from the center to the curve of the circle.
Since the radius is equal to one-half the diameter, the circumference is also 2 times the
radius times Tr.

DIAMETER

4 3
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We write this as a formula also.

Do you see why this formula
follows from the other one?



When doing the problems below, round off your answers to the same number of
decimal- places as there are in the given measurement. Then, if appropriate, convert the
answer to the next larger decimal unit.

PROBLEMS

1. Find the circumference of the circles below when given the diameter, D. (Use 7T -=

3.14.) For your answer, use the most appropriate decimal unit.

A. D = 24 rnm C =

B. D = 36 mm C =

C. D = 4 1 cm C=

D. D 2.04 cm \ C =

E. D = 165 cm C =

2. Find the circumference of a circle when given the radius, r. (Use r = 3.14.) For your
answer, use the most appropriate decimal unit.

A. r 36 mm C =

B. r = 38.1 mm C =

C. _ r = 20 trim C =

D. r = 12.3 cm C=

E. r = 7.05 cm C=

4 1
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. 3.
CIRCLE A

CIRCLE
In the pulley illustrated to the left:

The radius of circle A is 52 mm, and
the distance W is 8 mm. Find the
radius of circle B. Then find the cir-
cumference of circle B. (Use Ir =
3.1416.)

r of B =

C of B =

4. If the diameter of circle B in problem 3 is 4.2 cm and W = 5mm, find the diameter
and circumference of circle A. (Use n = 3.14.)

d of A =

C of A =

5. A landscape gardener had to lay out a circular bed that was to be 9 meters across. It
was to be edged with tiles. What was the distance that had to be edged? If each tile
took 10 centimeters, how many tiles would be needed? (Use the less exact value of
pi.)

6.

Distance

No. of tiles

A dress designer designed a skating outfit having a.
perfectly circular skirt with a radius of 50 cm. About how

'much edging would such a skirt require?

7. A mason had to estimate the number of bricks for a
semicircular wall 15 m across. What was the length of
the wall? (Hint: Find the length of a full circle first. A
semicircle is half a full circle.) (Which value of ir would
be appropriate here?)

8. How many bricks were needed for a single course if
each brick and its mortar took 21 cm?

4 5
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9. A plumber had a coil of copper tubing and needed to know
how long it was. The distance across the coil was 72 cm,
and there were four complete circles of tubing. About how
many meters of tubing did he have?

10. A machinist had to lay out 6 holes equally spaced on a
bolt circle 12.6 cm in radius. What was the
circumference of the bolt circle? (Which value for 7i
should vou use?) How far apart, center-to-center, were
the holes?

a

11. On the above reamer, measure the lengths of A, B, and C. What is the diameter of
D? (Use the most appropriate unit.)

A. B. C.

1 2. For the same reamer, compute the circumference of D,
using the most exact figure ybu know for rr.

13. What is the total length of this bolt in millimeters?

In centimeters?

14. What is the diameter (D) of the threads on the bolt in millimeters?

In centimeters?

15. What is the circumference of the unthreaded portion of the bolt?

4 6
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For Class Discussion

1. In what trades would you be likely to use 3.1416 for r?

2. In what trades would you be likely to use 3.14 for 11?

3. Would you ever be likely to use just "3 plus a little more"?

4. Give examples of diameter measurements that are extremely accurate; that are
moderately accurate; that are rough approximations.

5. What happens to each of these when multiplied by 3.14 or 3.1416? Are the ,answers
really as accurate as they seem to be?

6. If a diameter is 22.1 centimeters, multiplying by 3.14 gives -9.39- cm. According to
our rule (p. 37), how hould the answ., to rven? What is th-., reacn for this rule?

7. Discuss rounding off decimals. Have n cla: , develop a rule that pplies. in all cases.



. UNIT IV AREA MEASUREMENTS

Lesson 1 ,Definin S uare Measure

Objectives: You should be able to &fine square measure and to list several uses of
square measure:

We have all measured the length (linea.: measLre) thing-like boarcs, wi; s.

etc. Sometimes we need :o know the area or square measure of fields, w.-J.--ds,

floors, etc. Farmers, constructic workers, rug instaLcrs and many other people _Ise
square measure in their work. TI area, or square meal- ure of your lawn is needed w
a-oplying fertilizer or other lawn chemicals. If you are 7, ai.:-.ting your bedroom, you 11

tic.e the square measure of the waL area to decide how paint to buy.

The units for square measure are also squareF 3quare centimeters, sccare
meters, etc. _

Look at the rug below. It is 3 meters wide by 4 meters long.

How many square meters of area dues the iug cover? Each of the squares equals 1 square
meter. Count up the squares yourself. A 3-metcr by 4-meter rug covers 12 square meters
of arca.

We can also find the square measure, or arca, by multiplying the length by the
width. The rug is:

3 meters wide by 4 meters long
3 in X 4 m = 12 m2

Now, what is the number of square centimeters on this page? (It might be easier
to measure the cover of the book.) Did you measure in centimeters or millimeters? Why?

For Class Discussion

List five occupations that use square measure. List one use of square measure for
each of the five occupations.

4 8
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PP 3BLEMS

1. hat is the area of this rectangle? Measure carefully with yo; ruler. Would you
giv the Li-ea in square millimeters, square centimeters, or square meter, ' Why?

aws

2. Compute the area of the door to your classroom. What
unit did you use? Why that one?

3. What is the area of the top of your desk or shop
table? What unit did you use? Why?

4 9
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UNIT IV AREA MEASUREMENT

Lesson 2 Areas of Rectan les

Objective: You should be able to solve simple square-measure problems.

When finding any area, all linear measurements must be expressed in the same
unit of measurement. For example, the length of the hallway below is 10 meters. If the
width is given as 150 centimeters (or as 1 meter and 50 centimeters), the units of linear
measure are not the same.

/ / / / / /

. . .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 . .

150 cm

Before we can find the area of' the hallway, the meters must be changed to
centimeters or the centimeters to meters.

First we - will convert the centimeters to meters (1 meter = 100 centimeters ).
Meter, 1)(H., !arger rl Lcutimeters, we divide the number of centimeters by 1011

15 . centimeters = 1.5 meters

Now we can go ahead' and multiply the length by the *idth to get the area.

10 meters X 1.5 meters = 15 square meters

As a check, count the square meters in the illustration. You will find 10 squares
of 1 square meter each and 10 squares of .5 square meter each, for a total of 15 square
meters.

We could have converted the meters to centimeters.

Then,

10 00 meters = 1000 centimeters

1000 cm X 150 cm = 150,000 square centimeters

But this is making an easy problem hard. And for the answer to mean anything
in terms of floor tiles to be bought, or capeting, or wooden flooring, you would have to
convert the answer into square meters anyway.

5 0
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or

Since 1 cm = .01 m

Then 1 cm = (.01)2 m2 = .0001 rn2. ten-thousandth ) in2

m000 cm2 1n2

Since we have to convert from a smaller to a lart;er measure, we must divide the answer
by 10,000.

150,00 4- 10,000 .= 15,0 0 0 O. = 15 rn2

Always choose the unit that is easiest for you to work with. Then make sure
that you correctly express both measurements in hr unit. It may still be necessary in
some cases to convert the answer to a differet u:

DoeS it seem impossible to you that there could be 10,000 square centimeters in
a square meter? Perhaps the diagram below will make it more believable.

The large square represents one s,mare meter. Each edge has been divided into 10
decimeters. You can see that there are 100 square ,decimeters in the square meter. Now
look at the square decimeter that is marked off in square centimeters. There are 100
square centimeters in the one square decimeter, and 100 square decimeters in the one
square meter. So there are 100 X 100, or 10,000 squ.tre centimeters in the square meter.

:1
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Below is a table of equivalents for square measure. Notice the abbreviations as
well as the names.

Most Common Metric Area Units

Unit Symbol Equal to

square kilometer km2 1,000,000 m2
hectare ha 10,000 m2
square meter m2 Basic square unit
square centimeter cm2 .0001 m2 (1/10000 m2)

PROBLEMS

1. Find the area, or square measure, of the floor in your
classroom. How many square meters of tile are needed
to cover the floor? Why would we use square meters
instead of square millimeters to measure the floor?
Would we use square centimeters? Why or why not?

2. Measure and calculate the area of one wall of your
classroom or shop. Would you use square meters or
-square centimeters? Why?

3. Aeasure and calculate the area of a pane of glass in
your classroom or shop. Would you use square
centimeters or square millimeters? Why?

4. Measure and calculate the area of a section of lawn or
playground outside your classroom. Would you use
squ ar e millimeters, square centimeters, or square
meters? Why?

5. Find the area of a flat-bed truck-body floor that is 6:1
meters by 1.9 meters.

5 3
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6. 11,,w lhoslottm are needed to
cover a room 4.2 meters by 5 meters?

7. How many square meters of floor space will be taken
up by a cutting table 120 centimeters wide by 7 meters
long? (Caution: Remember that ihe units must be the
same in order to find area.)

8. Flagstone for outdoor patios is sold by the square
meter. How many square meters must a contractor
order for a patio 8.6 meters long and 2.1 meters wide?

9. A kitchen-cabinet maker measured a counter and found
it to be 3 meters long by. 52 centimeters wide. He
charged for plastic covering by the square meter. How
many square meters were there?

10. A walkway was to be paved with bricks. It was 12
meters long by 1 meter 10 centimeters wide. What was
the area to be paved?

5 3
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UNIT IV AREA MEASUREMENT

Lesson 3 _l_rtfas of Train les

Objective: You should be able to calculate the areas of triangls.

Triangles come in many shapes. Here are a few:

How can we get the number of square units in such odd shapes?

Actually, finding the area of a triangle is not a bit difficult we don't have to
ruk it off into squares and count up the bits and pieces. We have a formula for finding
it.

What is b and what is h? The b stands for base and the h for height. The base
can be any side of the triangle usually the side on which the triangle seems to "stand."
Then h is the shortest line from the opposite angle drawn to that base. The shortest line
makes a right angle (square corner) with that base.

Look at the following triangles and you will understand better what b and h
stand for.

In case yOu forget the.formula, this picture should help you remember it.

firse

You know that the area of the above rectangle is thc length times thc width in

5 i
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this case b _X h. We have divided the rectangle into two equal triangles with-a dotted line.
Therefore the arca of one triatiVe -is equal to o.ne-half the area of the rectangle, or

A = 1/2 bh

Now measure h.and b on the above triangle and find the area.
A.

Did you get the area equal to 5 cm2 ? If you did, you were correct.

Here is another problem for the class to do together.

Draw in a dotted line for h. Measure it. Use the formula.

Did you get the area equal to 7.5 cm2?

PROBLEMS

1. A dress has two triangular pockets that measure 12 cm across and 8 cm in height.
What is the area of one pocket? What is the area of two pockets?

b 12cm
t; - - - - -----

You are putting aluminum siding on a house. What is the area of the triangular area
shown, in square meters? What is the arca of the entire side of the house?

7"-
÷3 m

1
6 m

1
I-4-10 m-41

3. Find the area of the following triangles

20 cm

h. 40 cm

b.

4 8

5 5

3 0 Jr; --41-1



4. The owner of a large business wanted CO make a lawn out of a triangular section in
front of his store. The landscaper measured the area :o find out how much grass seed
was needed. How many square Meters will be seeded?

5. A man built an A-frame vacation home. Flow much board-and-batten lumber (in m2)
--v..Tas needed for this end? (Disregard door.)

7m



UNIT IV AREA MEASUREMENT

Lesson 4 Areas of Tra ezoids

Objective: You should be able to calculate the area, or square measure, of a
trapezoid.

A trapezoid is the name of a 4-sided figure that has two sides parallel' to each
other and two sides that are not parallel to each other. The two parallel sides are called
the bases of the trapezoid. The shortest distance between the bases is called the height.
As in a triangle, the height makes a right angle (square corner) with the bases.

The area f a trapezoid equals its height multiplied by one-half the sum of its
two bases.

Now this is not as hard to remember as
it looks. The two bases are different lengths.
if you were to get their average length, you
would add the lengths together and divide
by 2. In effect, that is what the formula
does. It multiplies the height by the average
length of the two bases.

Let us find the area of the trapezoid above.

PROBLEMS

Arca h X
B1 + B2

2

Area = 4 X

= 4 X 7

= 28 in2

1. Find the area of trapezoid below in m2.
4 0

8 m
2. Find the area of the above trapezoid if height is changed to 25,centimeters and
the bases remain the same.

5 7
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3. Calculate the area of the trapezoid in the end of this barn, using the measurements
shown.

4. if the above barn measures 8 m in height to the roof overhang, and 14 m in overall
height, to the peak of the roof, calculate the area of one end. (Hint: What three
parts is the end made up of?)

220 m

How many square meters in this farmer's
field?

How maily hectares in the field?

6. See if you can solve the above problem by dividing the field into a triangle and a
rectangle and adding the two areas. You should get the same answer as for problem 5

above.
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Lesson 5

Objective:

UNIT IV AREA MEASUREMENT

Areas of Circles

You should be able to calculate the arca of circles.

Pinding the area of a circle is very useful, in many trades. The machinist or
mechanic may need the arca of a piston. The landscape gardener may need to find the
arca of a circular bed in order to figure out how many plants win be needed. The mason
may need to construct a circular concrete surface, and must be able to compute the arca
to figure the amount of concrete needed. A heating contractor may need to find the
cross-section area of a circular duct. And so on.

The area of a circle can be found by a formula. The area is equal to pi (rr) times
the radius squared (r2), or

The radius, you remember, is the distance to the center, and the value of ir is, as
always, 3.14, or 3.1416 if more accuracy is needed.

Example:

The circular end of a tractor gas tank measures 40 centimeters across. What is
the area of the end of the gas tank?

A .nr2

If the diameter of the gas tank equals 40 centimeters, then the radius equals 1/2
the diameter: 1/2 X '40 = 20.

So,

A = 3.14 (20)2

A = 3.14 X 400

A = 1,256 cm2

Remember two things in finding areas of circles:

1. You cannot use the diameter. You must get the radius for this formula.

2. If two units arc not the same, one measurement must be converted to the
other unit first. You should choose the unit that will give you a sensible.
answer.
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PROBLEMS

1. A mason was told to lay out a circular base fc:}r a water
fountain. The distance from the center to the edgc was
to be 1.5 meters. What was the area of the circular
base?

1.5 m

2. A circular walk around -a display in a park was laid out using an 8-meter radius for
the outer edge and a 5-meter radius for the inner edge. Calculate the area of the
inner circle. Calculate the area of the outer circle. Now subtract the area of the inner
circle from the area of the outer circle. The difference is the area of the sidewalk.

Inner arca

Outer area

Area of walk

3. What is the area of the largest .circle that can be cut from a piece of fabric 90
centimeters square? What is the area of the fabric that is not in the circle? (Hint:
Draw a sketch).

4. What is the area of a wheel with a 34-Qentimeter diameter?

5. What is the area of a circular tablecloth needed to cover the table
shown here if the cloth is to hang down 70 centimeters?

6. The diameter of a tank is 3 meters. How many square meters of metal are needed for
a tank cover that is 4 cm wider than the tank all the way around? (Hint: Express the
new diameterin terms of meters. using a decimal. Then find the radius.)

4 cm

6 0
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7. X X X XX itglivXIX X X

XX X X XX

32 rn

,..;,

A landscape gardener laid out a circular bed for begonias
that was 3.2 meters across. What was the area of the bed?

If the gardener figured on 16 plants for each square meter,
holt: many plants would he need?

8. What is the arca. EiF.-.oi . whose diameter is 9.04 centimeters? (I.Tse the more exact
figure for rr.)

9. For calculating the number and sizes of outlets needed in the various eooms of a
house, a heating con;:actor needed to know the areas of circular ducts. Find the area
of (a) a 14-centimeter (diameter) duct; (b) a 20-centimeter duct.

10. This clown doll requires 98 circles 14 cm
in diameter. What is the total area of the
circles? If 2 meters of 90 cm wide material
is needed, how many square centimeters of
material are wasted?

Total area

Waste

(a)

(b)__

6 I.
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Lesson 6

Objective:

UNIT IV AREA MEASUREMENT

More Applied Problems in Area

You should be able to select appropriate measurement units and calculate
area for applied problems.

1. Write in the most appropriate unit fur computing areas of the following objects.
Write the symbol of the linear unit and the symbol of the square unit.

a. Textbook
b. Desk top
c. House exterior for painting
d Flour.

e. House lot
f. Farm

g. Township
h. Copper wire (cross section)

Unit
Symbol

Linear Square_

2. How many square meters of artificial turf are neeckd for a field 90 in X 50 m?

3. A house lot is 42.6 rn X 51.5 rn. What is the area of the house lot in hectares?

4. You are painting a triangular area that is 5 meters by 8 meters. What is the area in
square meters? If one liter of paint will cover about 10 square meters, how many
liters of paint are needed for one coat? for two coats?

a

5. Calculate the area of the circle below.
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6. Calculate the approximate area of this concrete support for a park bench.
44 40 ern 1**

56 cm--01-4

7. Think carefully. See if you can calculate the area within the race-track shown below.

20 mi
8: A farmer knows the three measurements shown below on a sketch of one of his

fields. Find the area in hectares of this field. (Hint: Can you find the bases and
heights of two triangles?)

56
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UMT V VOLUME

Lesson 1 Volume of Rectan War Solids

Objective: You should be able to calculate the volume of rectangular solid objects.

Volume is the amount of space occupied by an object. All objects have length,
width. and height: these are called its dimensions.fftT

TH

HEIGHT (H)

I
/11

WID
(W)

(L)
The cubic meter (rn3) is used to measure the .volume of bins, boxes, and other

large containers, and also of solids like sand, gravel, and cement. A cubic meter is 1

meter long by 1 meter wide by 1 meter high.

If you are pouring concrete for a wall that is 4 meters long by .25 meters wide
by 2 meters high. how many cubic meters of concrete will you have to order?

To solve this problem, we multiply all three dimensions.

1

4-4 ."-0-4,-.1,-..- --""
Folume LXWXH

V 4 meters X .25 meters X 2 meters 2 cubic meters (m3)

How many cubic meters of concrete are in the following walls?
Cubic

Lenerth Width Height Meters

20 in .4 m 3 in

(b.) 40 m 6 m

(c.) 35 rn - 20 cm 2 in

In order to determine the proper size of air conditioner or heater needed to cool
or heat a room,,you have to first determine the volume of space in that room. Here are
some problems for you to try.

6 Li
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Leath Width Height Volume

(d.) 4 rr: 3 m 2.5 m

(e.) 3.5 m 3.1 m 2.2 m

(f.) 5 rn 3.5 in 3 rn

It is possible to measure the volume of solids in cubic kilometers, cubic
hec to me ters, cubic decameters, cubic decimeters, cubic centimeters, and cubic
millimeters. But the most common metric measure of the volume of large solids is the
cubic meter, while small solids are usually measured in cubic centimeters (cm3).

In finding the

You know :hat 1 meter equals 100 centi-
meters. If you can picture a cubic meter.
you can see that its length would be 100
centimeters, its width would be ;00 centi-
meters, and its heigh: would be 100 centi-
meters. How many cubic centimeters
would there be in that cubic meter?

L XW XH
V 100 X 100 X 100

1,000,000 cubic centimeters

You can see that a cubic meter is very large.

volume of any-thing, you must be sure that all dimensions are cx-
pressed in the same unit before you multiply. or your answer will be all wrong.

PROBLEMS

1. A dump truck body is 4 meters long, 2.7 meters wide, and 1.6 meters high. How
much sand will it hold?

A heating contractor had to decide the proper size furnace for a ranch-style house
10:2 meters long by 7.6 meters wide by 3 meters in height (to the ceiling). What was
the volume of the living space in that house?

A box of detergent is 16 centimeters by 5 centimeters by 20 centimeters. How many
cubic centimeters of detcri,,mt will it hold?

6 3
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4. Find thc 1,L:nic of a Shancyo: boy I nictcr lon,..; by .7 meter wide loi% 22 ceuritnetcrs

5. What is the cubic con-rent ot a storage bin for coal that is 3.6 meters square and 1.8
meters

A concrete walk was to be made 3.2 meters wide, 12 meters long. and 20
centimeters deep. How many cubic meters of concrete would be needed fo'r it?

This is a sketch of a hot bed for growing vegetable and flower seedlings. The
ends are trapezoids with bases of .3 and .6 meters and a height of 1.25 meters.
To get the volume, first find the area of an end and multiply this by rhe length of
the frame. Find the volume.

3 m

hack to pmbletn 6 on rage 56. ft the concrete support is 12 centimeters thick.
how inanc cubic centimeters iire tilere in the support? Sec if cou can express this
mount .is the decimal parr of A cubic meter.

cin.3

A tariner iweilej 1 rit to store potatoes. He wanted it to be able to hold about 4
cubic meters. ft th.i pit was to bc. 1 meter deep and 1.8 meters wide. how lonu,
would it have to he? Su!.arustion: Lir,p,\ a sketch.

16, A shippin: carton was !leeched that vsa-., tn hold .ihout .5 cubic meter. IC it was to be
,- \viL. l. lick sk,iaLl it kite to be":



UNIT V VOLUME

Lesson 2 Volume of Liquids

Objective: You should be able to state the basic unit of liquid volume
and how it compares with other metric units and with
Emzlish units.

Right now we buy milk by the quart and gasoline by the ;2allon.
Cooks measure with cups, tablespoons. and teaspoons. But nurses measure
with milliliters. How will the metric system change this?

With the metric system, we will buy both ollf milk and our gasoline
by the liter. And cooks will use milliliters just as the nurses do now.

Let's take another look at the liter, because it is the most common
metric measure of liquid volume. A liter is just a little larger than a quart.
(It is actually equal to 1.06 quart.)

1 LiTER 1 QUART

Now let's take a look at the liquid measures used in cooking.

1 cup 237 milliliters (ini)
1 teaspoon -= 5 milliliters
1 tablespoon ,---- 15 milliliters

0

Recipes that now call for a cup will generally change to 250 milliliters, because
that is accurate enough for most cooking The 5 milliliter and 15 milliliter measures will
replace the teaspoon and the tablespoon.

The medical profession as already changed to some metric measurements. For
example, medicines art measured in milliliters. So, the rhange over to metrics will be easy
for nurses.

One thing that makes metrics easy to work with in 'liquid measure is the tact
that 1 milliliter (liquid measure) is exactly equal to 1 cubic centimeter (solid measure),
and 1 liter (liquid measure) is exactly e'itial to one cubic decimeter (solid measure). Sce
how different this is from our present system.

6 7
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Suppose you know that a waxed carton contains 48 cubic inches. Would you
know how many cups or quarts it holds? Certainly not, at least not without a great deal
of figuring. But if you knew that a carton contained 725 cubic centimeters, You would
know instantly that it held 725 milliliters, or .725 of a liter.

Here is a table of metric units of volume. so.

Solid Measure Liquid Measure

1 cubic meter (m3) = 1 kiloliter (kl, = 1000 1
1 cubic decimeter (drn3.) = 1 liter (1) = BASE UNIT
1 cubic centimeter (cm3) = i milliliter (m1) = .001 1 (1/1000 1)

6 8
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PROBLEMS

1 Which is larger,a '.:iter or a.quart?

9. If gasoline sells for S.1.00 4 gallon or 25¢ a liter, which is more gas
for the money?

3. Is 250 milliliters larger.cor smaller than a cup?

4. Approximately :how many cups of milk are there.in dliZer?

5. How many milliliters arc there in a teaspoon?

6. How many cubic centimeters are there in a teaspoon?

7. How many liters.are there in a teaspoon?
.

8. If a certain ,.fire hose can discharge 18,000 cubic centimeters of water
per second, bow many liters can it discharge per second?

6 9
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9. Connect the answers in order and complete..the picture.

START HERE
.01e

44*.a.s3

Lig.?vo,136 e o
134

MoRE" METERs
"Th -ThIE LITER

1.

:2.

3.

4..

86 1 ,= kl 16.

17.

18.

19.

136000 nil

700 drn3,.=

.9 cl =

120 cm3 =

= kl

860 nil 1 1

.9 kl = ml

.43 kl = ml

5. 67 ml = 20. 7.5 1 = dm3

6; 843 ml = 21-: .0136 kl = 1

7. 9.23 cm3 = ml 22. 53 .ml = i 1

8. 498 1 = kl 23. 5.3 1 = 1 cl

9. 2.83 -1 = dm3 24. .0007 1 = ml

10. 43 `I = kl 25. .86 1= ml

11. 923 1= ki '26. .1 cl =

12. .843 1 = nil 27. .012 I113 = kl

13. 670. ml = c m3 28. 75 1 = kl

14. 4.98 cl = ml 29. 10 Cm3= ml

15. 2--.3 n11 = 1 '''30. 100 ml '=. 1

7 0
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10. MIX AND MATCI-VPUZZLE II
j(Volume Me4s.ure)

,
On the next page you will see the sheet you are going to work on.

Cut the squares on this page apart. You are going. to arrange these squares on the next
page so that every measurement has the same value as the measurement adjacent (right
next) to it, See the example below. When you are sure your solution to the puzzle is
correct, paste or tape your squares down.

570 kl

.04 ml 1001 40 nil

.23 m3

.01 kl 40 1

.057 kl

.4 1 4 1

.23 1

.01 1

23-f______E/O__sil ml
57 cl .. 23 cl

_23
2.3 cl

_____
57 ml

10 dl 40, cm3 ,1' kl 40 kl 10 1 4 kl 400 nil .01m1

._ 23 L. 230 cl 57.0 I 5.7 1
23 ml 57 1 .57 1 -57717

.4 ml 10 cl 4 ml 1 ml 40 m3 4 ml 4000 1 400 kl

570 ml 2.3 .d1 57:1 230 ml
.023. kl 2300 ml 570 dm3 23 kl

.01 m 1 4;

ill

4 cm 1, dl 400 dm

23 kl

.1 cl

.023 ird

4 dm? 4 cm3

5.7 cl

.1 ml

.0111 10 1

570 1

570 dm? '

7
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SOLUTION TO MIX AND MATCH PUZZLE II



UNIT V -- VOLUME

Lesson 3 Volume of C linders

Objective: You should be able to calctilate the volume of cylinders.

Today cylinders are used everywhere. Grain is stored in cylinders called silos.
Milk, gasoline, and various chemicals are delivered in large cyclinders called tank trucks.
Many round columns of concrete are used in the construction industry. There are also
many other uses of cylinders that you might want to add to the.list. Since you may be
using cylinders, your job may require that you know how to find the volume of a
cylinder.

To calculate the volume of a cylinder, use this formula:

where V = volume
71 = 3.1416 or 3.14
r = radius of round end
h = height ( distance between the round ends)

Note that this formula is actually the area of an end times the height (or length)
of the cylinder.

Let's try the formula with this cylinder.

So,

,
20 m

r = 1/2 diameter, or 3 rn in this problem.
Ii =.20 rn

V = 3.14 X 32 X 20
V = 3.14 X 9 X 20
V = 565.2 cubic meters

For Class Discussion

Up to this point we have found the volume of rectangular solids and cylinders.
Twice (page 59, problems 7 and 8) we found Ole volume of solids where the ends were
trapezoids. The class should work up a general rule for finding the volume of any of the
objects shown on the next page.

7 3
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Offin
PROBLEM'S

Find the volume of the following cylinders:

'Radius Height Volume

1. 2m. 10 m

2. 3.2 m 13 in

3. 1 m 8 m

Diameter Height Volume

. 1.8 m 1.8 m

5. 10 cm 21 cm

6. 46 cm 1.3 m

A gas tank on a tractor-trailer measured 60 centimeters across the ends and was 1.24
meters long. Find its volume in (a) cubic meters, (b) liters.

(a)

(b)

8. A milk-truck tank had oval ends which had an area of 4.4 square meters. The tank
was 7 meters long. How many liters of milk could the tank hold?

9. A glas tube measured 4 millimeters across (inside diameter) and was 40 centimeters
long. How many milliliters could it hold?

10. A silo on a farrh was 4.2 meters across and 13 meters tall. How much silage could it hold?

7 4
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Lesson 4

Objective:

UplIT V VOLUME

Review Problems in Volume

You should be able to calculate volume for selected problems, giving the
answers in apprOpriate

1. How many cubic centimeters are there in a liter?

9. WhiCh is larger a liter or a cubic decimeter?

3. How,many liters are there in a cubic meter?

4. How many cubic centimeters are in a rectangular container that is 10 crn by 15 ern
by 20 cm? How many milliliters are in this container?

5. A tank contains 5,000 liters of water. How many cubic'meters of water are, in the
tank?

6. Calculate the volume in cubic meters of a propane gas tank that is 16 meters long
with a diameter of 6 meters. What is the volume in liters?

7. A milk carton measures 7 cni by 7 cm by 10.3 cm. How much milk will it hold
when completely full?

8. Each concrete pillar for a raised road was to have a diameter of 80 centimeters and
be 8 meters tall. How much concrete was needed for 100 of them?

9. A cylindrical collector for liquids in a chemical plant was 2.2 mc.cers across and 2.5
meters high. How much liquid could it bold?

10. A cooking pot measured 24 cm across and was 21cm high. How much li9uiJ could it
hold?

7 5
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Lesson 1

ObjectiVe:

UNIT VI MASS or WEIGHT

Units of Mass or Weight

You should be able to solve simple weight problems, giving your answer in
appropriate units.

How much do you weigh?

What is your mass?

The words "mass" and "weight" have slightly different rbeaRihgs to the scientist,
you see a metric

conversion table labeled "Units of Mass," you will know that it,rneans weight.

Just as our present basic unit of weight is the,pcstifnd, the basic metric unit is the /

kilogram. Sometimes it is called "kilo" for short. 9i1ke the quart and the liter, however,
there is a big difference between the pound. and the kilogram. In fact, the kilogram
Weighs over tWice as much as the pound.

The small metric unit of weight generally used is th.. grain. The very large unit is
the metric ton. Here is a table showing the relationship among fly:se three units.

1 metric ton (t) z 1000 kg
1 kilogram (kg) = BASIC UNIT
1 gram (g) = .001 kg (1/1000 kg)

To help you think in metric terms:

A paper clip weighs about 1 gram.
A nickel weighs about 5 grams.
A quart carton of milk weighs about 1 kilogram.
And a VW Beetle, with two people in it, weighs aLout 1 ton.

7
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We saw in Unit V that there was a direct relationship between cubic measure and
liquid measure. In metric measure there is also a direct relationship between liquid
measure and the weight of water.

In ordihary use we just say that- a liter of water or any liquid that is almost all
water weighs 1 kilogram. From this it follows that

For Class Discussion

1. What"are the most appropriate mctric units for weighing the following:

a. Loaf of bread
b. Cup of flour
c. Fertilizer fo t. your lawn
d Medicine
e. Truckload of steel
1. Bag of sugar
g. Freight-car load of sugar
h . Au tomobile

The vitamin content of a food (Hint: The unit equals .001 gram)
j. Gold or silver

2. Based on the fact that 1 kg = 2.2 pounds, see if you can figure out the relationship
between 1 metric ton and.one English ton.

3. Workers in the food trades may find nutritioral values of food% expressed in terms of
100-gram portions j f those foods. If there arc about 28 grams in one ounce,- figure
out what part or. an ounce one gram is equal -to.-:"Thert-figure out how many ounces
100 grams is equal to.

1 gram = ounce

100 grams = ounces

PROBLEMS

1. (a) Which is hcaYier, a kilogram or a pound?

(b) ii you have 10 pounds of flour, will you have
more or- fewer than 10 kilograms?

(c) To' change from pounds to kilograms you would
(divde, multiply) by

(d) To change from kilograms to pounds, you would
(divide, multiply) by

7 7
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2, (a) What is di,: metric weight of 3 1 of water?

(b) What is the metric weight of 3 ml of water?

(c) What is the metric weight of 3 cm3 of water?

In the following problems, give each answer in the most appropriate unit.

3. A recipe called for 120-gram portions of boneless beef
per serving. How rnuch beef would ,be needed to serve
10 people?

4. How much would be needed to serve 50 people?

5. A printing shop ordered 1200 cartons of paper. If each
carton weighed 30 kilograms, what was the total weight
of the order?

6. On a -package of English muffins was the following
chart:

Serving Size 60 Grams
(apgi-cii. 1 Muffin)

Servings Per Package 12

Calories 150

Protein 5 Grams

Carbohydrates 28 Grams

Fat 2 Grams

That part of a food that is not protein nor
carbohydrate nor fat is essentially watei- (aside from
yery small amounts of minerals and vitamins). Can you
figure out how much water there is in each English
muffin?

7. In a foudry, the weight of a casting. is 340 kg. the
weight of the sand mold is 585 kg, and the weight of
the containing flask is 224 kg. What is the total weight
of this unit?

8. A Small bridge had a sign on it: "WEIGHT LIMIT 5
METRIC TONS.' A contractor's truA approached the
bridge. The driver knew that his truck weighed 2300
kilograms and his load weighed about 3200 kilos. Was
it safe for the truck to use this bridge?

7 8
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9. According to a nutrition chart, Greg needed 1.2 grams
of calcium each day in his diet to grow and maintain
good health. His food intake for one day included:

3 glasses (750 ml) of milk @ 300 mg of
calcium per glass

30 grams of American cheese for 210 rng of
calcium

1 egg for 25 mg of calcium
i/2 cup baked beans for 70 mg of calcium
Other food for approximately 100 mg of

calcium

How much was he over or under his calcium
requirements for that day?

10. Denise knew that her body needed about 18 nig of
iron each day. According to her chart, 100 grams of
chicken livers would give her 8 mg of iron, and a
100-gram portion of spinach would give her 2.5 mg. If
she had the chicken livers and the spinach, how much
iron would she still have to get that day?

7 9
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Lesson 1

Objective:

UNIT VII TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

The Celsius Scale

You should be able to select common temperature measurements on the
Celsius scale.

Do you think you'd be comfortable sitting in a room watching TV if the room
thermometer read 20 degrees? You would if the thermometer had a Celsius scale, and
you9were reading 20 degrees Celsius!

Here is a sketch of two thermometers reading the same
temperature. The old one Fahrenheit reads 68° at the same time
that the metric one Celsius reads 20°. (The Celsius scale used to
be called centigrade, but the name was changed to honor its inventor,
Anders Celsius, a Swedish scientist who died about 250 years ago.)

Although scientists in America have been using the Celsius scale
for many years, the rest of us have not. We will have to learn to
think of temperatures differently. To help us do that, let's take a
closer look at the two thermometers shown here.

The Celsius scale is based entirely on the boiling and freezing
points of water. The scale is drawn so that the point where water
freezes is marked 00 and the i.oint where water boils is marked 1000 .

The distance between these two points on the scale is divided into
100 equal spaces. Then the same size division is continued above
1000 and below 00 .

1.1

War^. o Boils

/90 90

130
170

7°ISO
Go

130
50

110
10

9 30
70 20

50 /0

32 lyptcr o. Freezes

-10

-20

Fahrenheit Celsius

On the other hand, Gabriel Fahrenheit, a German scientist. who
lived at about the same time as Celsius, set the zero on his scale at the temperature
produced bv mixing equal we:ghts of snow and salt. On the Fahrenheit scale, the freezing
point of water is at 32°, and the boiling point at 212°. The distance between theth has
180 equal divisions, which are also continued above and below.

So you sec that there are 100 degrees between the freezing and boiling points of
water on the Celsius scale. and 180 degrees on the Fahrenheit scale. This means that each
degree Celsius will cover almost twice the temperature range of each degree Fahrenheit.
The formulas lor converting from one scale to the other are:

8 0
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As a practical matter, you won't have time to convert from Fahrenheit to Celsius
each time you use a thermometer, so you will need to become as familiar with the
Celsius scale as you are with the Fahrenheit scale now.

For examples of the most common temperatures, see the chart below.

40 20
.F

TEMPERATURE

0 . 20 37 60 80 100

40 0 32 80 98.6 160

water freezes body temperature
212

water boils

PROBLEMS

1. What is the freezing point f water on the Fahrenheit scale?

2. What is the freezing point of water on the Celsius scale ?

3. What is the boiling point of water on the Celsius scale?

4. What is the boiling point of water on the Fahrenheit scale?

5. Which covers a greater range of temperature, one degree on the Celsius
scale or one degree on the Fahrenheit scale?

6. A comfortable room temperature on the Fahrenheit scale is considered
to be

7. The same temperature on the Celsius scale is

3. What is body temperature on the Celsius scale?

9. What is body temperature on the Fahrenheit scale?

81
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Lcsson 2

Objective:

UNIT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Using Common Celsius Measurements

Y ou should b e come familiar with additional
common ternperature measufernents on the Celsius
scale.

You have already learned the Celsius reading's of boiling water,
freezing water, room temperature, and body temprature. It didn't
take long. Now you will learn more Celsius readings for common
temperature measurements.

You will be using the temperature-conversiDn .chart on the
right to determine the Celsius readings tor some common
temperatures. It is easy to us.:. Find the Fahrenheit temperature un
the left-hand scale; then read the Celsius temperature directly
across, on the right-hand scale.

PROBLEMS

Your doctor tells you that you have fever of
102°F. What is your approximate temperature
on the Celsius scale?

9. The weather report said that the temperature
woUld drop to about 10°F. What would this be
on the Celsius thermometer?

3. It is a very hot day with the temperature in the
high nineties. What is the approximate reading
on the Celsius scale?

4. Which is warmer 250 F or 25°C?

5. When roasting well-done beef, the internal
temperature should be about 170°F. What is
die approximate Celsius reading?

6. If your freezer is kept at 0°F. what would thc
approximat:2 temperature bc on the Celsius
scale?

TEMPERATURE
CONVERSION

90

80

70

60

50

40

32

IGO

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

10

IC

20

30

The temperature-conversion scale oil the next page has a wider range of
temperatures than the sczdc above. Use it for the rest of the problems.

8 2
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40 5.) 0 7,) 80 40 IOC 110 120 130 140 100 160 173 180 190 :CO 210 222 230 210

CELSIUS

7. A certain temperature-indicating crayon used in heat-treating st,:el
melts at 319°F. What temperature is this on. the '-:elsius scale?

8. The tempering tempe., cure of twisf Oils for hard service is 450°F.
What is the tempering temperature on the Celsius scale?

9. Quenching solutions used in hardening steel may be of water, brine, or
oil. Water or brine should be at about 60°F for quenching, while oil
cools best at temperatures of about 100°F. to 1,10°F. Find the
corresponding Celsius temperatures.

Watar or brine:

Gil: to

,10. The following are cooking temperatures of foods on tile Fahrenheit scale. Find the
temperatures on the Celsius scale.

Baking: Oven Temperatures ,

Very slow to 275 !:0

Sl(-)w 300 'to 325 to

Moder,te 350 to 375

Hot 400, /to 475 to

8 3
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Lesso:i

UNIT VIII METRIC THREAD

Unifi -National and Metric Thread Systems

Objective: You should be familiar with the Unified national. Sand metric thread
s-sterns.

You may hav.v.. heard the. expression; "A chain is no stronger than its weakest
link." We might invent a similar expression, "A huge machine is no stronger than its
tiniest screw or bolt,"

Why do we say that?

Suppose a tiny scrcw or 'bolt breaks off or is lost in cleaning or repairing a
machine. Unless it can be replaced with an i'dentical one, it may .be impossible to get that
machine to work properly.

That is why thread standards Ecir screAs and bolts have been, developed through
the years. So long as the same standards are- -followed in manufacturing, wc knaw that a
screw or bolt can always' be ,replaced by an identical one.

Standardization of machine parts isalso inlportant. Interchangeability of machine
parts manufactured in different countries make's it easier to replace worn or broken parts.

In 19=18.; the United Stares, Great Britain, and Canada adapted the Unified
National Thread System, The system provided for a icoarse-thread series. (UNC) far th-:
most comnion ,bolts, screws, and nuts for general engineering applications, a Fine-thread
series (UNE) for thread applications requiring greater tensile, strength, and an

extra-fine-thread series (U14EF) for specialized uses where the UNC and UNF threads
were nOt acCeptable. The Unified National Thread System is-still the most comMon
thread system used in the United States.

Times change, and so do thread systems. Today the countries that import our
machines use the ,metric sysE.em. Even Great Britain and Canada ,have changed to th6
metric syste m It is important as we I.:now, to make screw threads that are
interchangeable in ant, country in the world. So we are moving toward .1 metric thread.
system .that cap be adoOtted by all nations. Then a bolt Manufactured in the United
States could be used to replace.a bolt that.was manpfacturcd in West Germany.

Lez's take a look at the inch threads and inetric threads accepted by the
:International Standards Organizations (ISO). At the present time, there arc 57 sizes' of

itt

8 I
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ISO metric threads and 59 sizCs of ISO inch threads (which are tIe same as tile Unified
National Coarse (UNC).) The- thread forms of both the ISO metric and the ISO inch
series arc identical, ai shown in these two diagrams.

THREAD FORM ISO METRIC AND ISO INCH SERIES

INTEFNAL THREAD

0.125 p

p (F11 CH1

EXTERNAL THREAD
/ \

0.108 p/0.144 p

Now., if he thread forrns for both the ISO metric series and the ISO inch series
are identical, then the screws or bolts s46uld be interchangeable riglit WRONG! The

8 .
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threads of the ISO metric series aud the ISO inch series (L\:(.:) are nor interchanyeable.

Even though some of the sizes may appear very close, there will he slight differences in

-their diameters and in the size of the threads.

The International Fasteners Institute (IFI) has recommended that .both the ISO
metric sizes and the ISO inch sizes he replaced with 25 metric threads. Most of these IFI
trial thread sizes are identical to the ISO metric coarse thread series. They are also the

most commonly used sizes.

Standards for .mairgatkuring the IF! trial metric threads, the ISO metric threads
(coarse tuTd fine, seiies), and the Unifitd National (UNC, UNF, and UNEF) can be found
in the 2pth edition of Machinery's Handbook.

Class Discussion

1. Whaz s..rewthread-svstem is most cornrnonl used in the United States today?

2. What scrcw-thread system is most commonly used in most parts of the world today?

3. Are ISO metric and ISO inch threads 'interchnngeable?

4. What are the advaptages of standardizing the screw-thread system used throughout
the world?

5. What reason4 y,---;OT-Ad you give for substituting the 25 IF1 sizes for the 57 metric-sizes
and the 59 inch sizes?

5. Why would European countries inist on metric machine pa. cs when "buying
American"?



Lesson 2

Objective:

UNIT VIII METRIC THREADS

Metric Thread Desi nations

You should be,,able to read-a complete designation of a metric thtead.

Craftsmen will not only use metric thr.:.:ds in the future; they will also have to
think metric" to work efficiendv. "Thinking metric" includes being able to read metric

thread dcrsignations. Let's start at the beginning.

All metric threads begin with a capital M for metric. Easy so far OK.

The M is followed by- the major or nominal diameter (outside dia::..eter) in
mi11;cters. c.o, a M 12 has a nominal size of 12 millimeters. and an M 10 thread has a
nominal size of 10 millimeters. Metric nominal diameters range Ci-om 1 to, 100

m10

TTHREAD SYMBOL FOR ISOT

NOMINAL SIZE IN MILLIMETERS

The next part of the thread designation is the pitch, which is th..: distance from
the top of one thread to the top of the next. The pitch is aiso shown in millimeters. The
pitch is separated from the nominal diameter by the sign "x." So the thread designation
tor an M 10 thread with a 1.25 millimeter pitch would reld M1,0x 1.25.

M 10 x 1 .25

THREAD SYMBOL FOR ISO ---T

NOMINAL SIZE IN MILLIMETERS

PITCH IN MILLIMETERS

8 7
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The samples below include the nominal diameter and thread pitch of selected
-threads from the ISO Metric-Fine Series.

M8x1.0
M12x1.25
M16x1.5
M20x1.5

M24x2.0
M30x2.0
M36x3.0
M42x3.0

There is an exception to the pitch designation. The pitch designation may be
omitted froin the thread designation for ISO Metric Threads Coarse Series. In other
words, if Ito pitch designation for an M10 .thread is given, then the pitch is 1.5 mm
because 1.5 mm is the pitch for a coarse-series size for a 10 mm diameter' thread. The 12
coarse-series threads below include 90% of the metric threads used in manufacturing.

ISO Metric Thread Coarsc Series

DiametN- Pitch

2 0.4
2.5 0.4
3 0.5
4 0.7
5 0.8
6 1.0
8 1.25

10 1.5
19 c, 1.75
16 2.0
20 2.5

3.0

So, an MS thread withoat a pitch designation v:uuld mean a colac-- i.hrcad with a
pitch of 0.8 mrn.

PROBLEMS

1. Shown below is an exaAiple of an M12 external thread. What is the nominal liarneter
of this thread?

The pitch of the above bolt is not listed in the thread designation.

a. What_ is the pitch?

b. Is it a coarse-series or a fine-series thread?

81
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3. Another bolt has a thread designation of M16x1.5.

a. What is .;:ie nominal diameter?

b. What is the pitch?

c. Is it a coarse-series or fine-series thread?

4. A bolt has a thread designation of M24x 2.0.

a. What is the nominal diameter?

b. What is the pitch?

c. Is it a coarse-series or fine-series thread?

5. A bolt has a thread desi2nation of M24.

a. What is the nom;-11 diameter?

b. What is the pitch?

Is it a coarse-series or fine-series thread?

6. A bolt has a thread designation of M16x2.0.

a. What is the nominal diameter?

b. What is the-pitch?

c. Is i- a coarse-seri:.-s or fine-series threa,..1? (Think carefully
before you answer this question.)



Lesson 3

Objective:

UNIT VIII MET:.z.;.0 THREADS

Thread Identification Chart

You should be able to distinguish between metric. American and British
threads.

There are several differences in thread designations when comparing vile

American, metric and British systems. See if you can determine the differences
looking at these examples.

American

Metric

British

1/2 20 UNF
7Thread desio-nation

Number of threads per inch

Nominal diameter in inches

M 12 1.5
Pitch (may be omitted for coarse thread)

1

Nominal diameter in millimeters .

Thread designation

rhread designat,

Nominal diameter in inches

Check your findings against these differco,,Ls.

1. The metric designation uses pitch where die American system uses threa&
per inch. Pitch is measured from one point on a thread to a c,,rresponding
point on the next thread.

2. When the pitch is r !aitted in metric, that means it is a coarse thread.

3. In the British system, there is no need to indicate the nt-nd,er of threads per
inch. There Is only one numbe of threads allocated to cach diameter and ?
series.
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The Thread identificition Chart the Appt.ndix will show some other
differences. For example:

1. American mininure thread is interchangeable with corresponding sizes of ISO
metric.

2. The nominal diameter of metric pipe threads (straight and tapered) is the
actual measurement of the major diameter of the thread. This is not true
with the American aid British systems. In those systems, the nominal
diameter of the pipe is the inside diameter of the tube.

PROBLEMS

Give two examples from the chart to show that the American miniature thread
(LAM) is interchangeable with corresponding sizes of ISO metric.

2. Write out the thread designation for two threads each for:

a. Metric
b. American
c. British

3. Why does the thread designation for the British system omit the number of threads
per inch?

9 1
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APPENDIX A

THREAD IDENTIFICATION CHART
The 1,?.`..z* of establishing or:gin, des:gnation, Ond niizo s an :Jril.:rycwn ,:n,read can Lc a c.cclicatad
experience, even if you have all the re:pessary tools at hand. To make it e,nier, we have prepared
a Thread Identification Chart where the three most commc.4 threads - Arnadcan, British aird
Metric are listed. Just follow these three basic steps: 1. Measure Major Diameter of your thread
2. Count number of threads per one inch length 3. Locate your findings in our T.i.C.
Before going further in this detailed instruction hew is a general introduction to Metric and Bn'tish
thread designa6ons. For comparison, the American Standard is includeu.
AMERICAN:_ 1 2 - 20 UNF METRIC: M 12 x 1.5

I ;:'
BR, 1 2 BSF

I

Designation exam les of the various thread series:
COARSt THREAD PINE THREAD' EXTRA Fut-1E THD m:5,ATURE THD =IPE - TArDREOTHj

AMER !CAN 1 4 - 20 UNC 7 1:4 - 28 UN F 1. 4 - 32 UNE F_ 1 .1

_

1.4( L.J.ts;;.Y

M 12 1.5 loc.._METRIC M M 6 x 0.75 M 6 x 0.5
ISH B-SW 1 4 BS F i4)88. 12-B7i1

From the above table several designation differences are apparent:
t. Metric designation uses pitch instead of number of threads per inch. Pitch is (he distance from any one too...int an a thread

to a correspondi ng point on the next thread, measured parallel to the axis.
2. Metric coarse thread does not indicate pact,. The absence of pitch meals ccar se thread series.
3. Nominal diameter of Metric pipe threads ;stro 9ht ancf tapered) corresponds to the actual measurement of the thread major

diameter- This is contrary to American and British designations where nominal diameter of the pipe thread indicates
eoproximate inside d ameter of the tube. In the 7.I.C., threads are listed in ordc" of increasing size of the majoroametot. Due !,- this American and British pipe threads are in the chart among larger size thread diamoters,

4. A point ',f interest is that most European countries still use the inch measuring system in connection with pipe threads.
it is actually British thread BSF and BSPT, but the local designatIon may be different:'

In France G 1:2 co for tapered pipe thread, G 1/2 cyl for straight pipe thread (G for (3az)
In Germany R 1/2 k for tapered pipe thread, R 1/2 for straight pipe thread IR for Rohr pipe)

5. In the British system there is no need to indicate the number of threads per inch. All British thread series have only onenumber of threads per inch allocated to its diameter and series.
6. American Miniature thread (UNM) is interchangeable wit,; corresnonding sizes of ISO Metric Standardization.

For a chosen thread size, we follow as our example a metric thread nominal diameter 6 mm wth 25'. Thds.'Inch ahich is approx.I mm pitch. Correct designation is M 5, This thread is close to the following threads: M 5 x0.5, M 6x 20 UNC, 28 ONF32' LINEF, 7.'22 DS. 0 BA, BSA, and ESR.
Follc,ying are step : , sie instruct-dins on using the T,I.C,:

1. Use micrometer or caliper to measure Major Diameter jactual outsid, dia.)
of the screw thiead.. if can be measured in decimal inches or millimetres,
Note that thread major dia. is ohen undersized for clearance.

2. Use ruler, ciiper or micrometer to count nurnber of threads per inch.

Since the Metric system does nt.r Thds 'Inch for' identificafic-1,
use the Pitch Conversion Table tr.; convert the counted 25 Thds/ Inch
to the exact number of 257e ThdslInch as equal Pitch 1.
Pitch Conversion Table is located on T.I.C, at the right margin.

3. Using the Basic Major Dia. column to 7 ,I.C. locate the decimal inch dia.
Once established, move horizontally to find a match in ihds:Inch or Pitch,

25

tur:pi ,:r(1,..;,rt'd . 2 34,2 j-..ci,t"; 6 r !>,

o .

BASIC MAJOR
Inch ',IIr 1,1

ME RIC
r,61-3.1 Std. CorseT .r

6

i
1

7 .nelerx r 0..c. .75

tncV ;Reading:

if

Metric Reothrly, 5,90

PITCH
CONVERSION

TABLE
L-ti-lici,,,h102;TcH I

n

1 0.9
1

20% 1.25

AMERICAN BRITISH
1 NortI.Din. 1 UNCIUNF r:LINEF UNM N0n),Di0.1 BA ! 3SW

I ; 732 1 r
3I 20 28 7 ;

20 26

Should there be only.one thread in this line, 'he task ould be accomplishod.
Since there is more than one possibility, wra have to hack to the example
and check it:, thread angle for final breakdot&
Using meiric Screw Pitch Gage we can safel distinguish 60 Degree of metric
thread against 47',2 Degree of British BA thread angle.
Ito/PIPIT' IN ',,

trir;!; ;,1,, and .t:(' \r r( (P

Pilch
Gap.'

ho,s,,,u hreal Angh ay) .5rri-ti Threr
©\ COPYRIGHT - METE '.',ULTISTANDARD COMPON91TS CORP. 1S74
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ME 1RiC
& M. C. CORP.

ED45,135011=-D 523

. 592 ?::020

.11:44

.02-3

.

.32471

,

.251.

. 1 3. 18'

, 32066 2, 1.,.

.0984 ;2,1;
3633 :2.51
.1024 2.
.1132 2.8
.1120 234
.1181

.1260 11. 20

.1380 3. 5

.1417 3,60' .

.1575
1514 .4.10

.1.640 4, 17

.11172 4.2

.1850 4.-414

.1875 4,76

.1900 4.83

.1969 5

.2087 5.30

.2160 5,42

.2165 5.5
'11.1 188

.2362

. 2500 6. 35
.2756 7

.2812 4

1. ,24

THREAD iDENTIFICATION k,HART

TO 1583 " 951,0 01.13,1.732:34 20= THREE 503:98 45;) = -154

METRIC
M -

AMER/CAN
UNC -

BRITISH
BA-

500

;50 C. - 1. aoic,
!SO 5,3. - 2,4 `21,0i1 .

UHF - 12,31f1e-d 161131c,.1 Fins

UNtEF n.d16.5v:enal 83
a SW- srikh
BS F

m830017::"
!A,. SC Std. - jrd Cho, c.e. 2.,;hed N8o1 M,r0,3,6-=.6 ESP- 3,.3!" 5,8818.',..1Prpe

D!!': NPT- Pipt Tot-.c-41 BSPT- 0-4.1313_,

METRIC
3421m D'A. LTD..

C.3 0.08. 0.C?

0.'" = 0.15

0.5

1.3 = 0.2

31;4

1.1

00

.00

1..

'.!

3,5

ve..=

0.2'25
x 0,25

0.25

= 0.25

0.4
0.45

0.45

0.7

0.8

0.. 0.9

5 . 0 1

COPYPIGHT

1

METRIC & MULIISTO4P.ARD C0';IPC/17'n'S CORP. in

" INALT
AMERICAN

THREADS PEP INCH
5_116,C. --UNE L.;!,0,4

0.2

3.2

C.25

0.25,0.4

,73 3

.80 '3.8'
0.00

. 90 8=-3
1.00
1.10,3-3

00
1.20

,.0

12'2

218
2E2

254

254

103

203
169

145

127

13

102
102

102

88

21

17

131.

14

4 40 48
C.35. j.6

40 44

.10 ,

4
0.5, 9.75

7=

0.5,0. '

3 16'

12 24 78 32

32
0.5, 3' 5

1 1 20 28, 32 1 1

0.5, 0.7_
9 32

_5_16 21 32 5 16,

8/,

9 3

BRITISH
TH,-',E ADS INCH
EA SSA 18SE

-

\-7 \\
A',ER1CAN:
UNC, UHF,
UNE F, UNM,

P

'1

BRITISH,
Eisfr,

BSR BSF

BRIT15 BA

PITCH
Cn,4VERS4ON

9'e'1841-,

cR

3381.
317;
2E234
254
703'4

0.075
0.08
^.09
0.1
0.125

53 1691. 1 0.15
1451. 0.175
127 0.2

48 1011,2 0.25
84'. 0.3
72. 3.35

40
43 55'; 0.45

50,, 0.5
13'4 0.6

0.7
34'4. 32'4 0./5

31',
284 0.9
25'; 1

201. 1.25
17 1.5
1.11,

28'. 12', 2

10. 2.5
8'; 3

712 3.5
251, 61, 4

20 26 5,, 4.5
5 5

26
41 5.5

18 22 L 4'' 6



THREAD !DENTIFICATION CHART CONTINUED:

METRIC AMERICAN
NOM ) IA' SI-D.1

PITCH IN mrn NOM; NA-LT- THREADS PER INCH
,Co8,sor- F1.1:4E-1M DIA. UNC UHF i-FJNr--P7NFT

1 16
8 0. x i 1.25 0.5, 0.75, 1 , 1

9 ex 1.25 0.75 1

BASIC MAJOR
DIAMETER

.3125 7.94

.3150 ! 8

.3543 9

.3750 i 9.53

.3830 ;

.3937 10

.4053 10.29

I

.4331 ; 11

.4375 11.11

.47247 12

.5000 12.70

.51E0 12.16

.5400 12.72

.5512 14

.5625 : 14.29

.6250 15.38

.6299 18

.6560 16.c6

.6753 17.15

-6-1-5 17.46

-717500 13.05

.7874 20

.8125 20.64

.8250 20.96

.8400 31.34

. 8661 22

.8750 7 22.22
.9020 22.91
.9375 23.81

.9449 24

1 . 0 :300

'e xl 1.5 0.75, 1,1.25 1

oex 1.5 0.75, 1, 1.25:

1.75 1, 1.25, 1.57 1.5

I, 1;25, 1.5

X

12 *. xi 2.5 1.5,2 1.5

T

20 '., 2.5 .1,1.5,2 1.5-
22 ... 2.5 1, 1.5,2 115

24 3 1,1.5,2

:236 2:. co.., 1.5 1.5

1.0410 26...4

1.0500 26. t7

1. 0 .7.5 25."
27

1. 12:5. 28.26
L 181: 30

1
30 . x 3.5 1 1.5, 2, 3

1. 1875 30.1.
1.1892 2:.22,
T. 2 :.,.00

1.3598 ....

32 1.5,

1. 2992 32 33 O.

000Y

3.5 1.5, :

.3090 .0.25
1.3125 53.24
1. 3150 33.40
1. 3750 34. 93

1.2780 35
1.4173

. 36

75 av,e
36 4

1.4375 26,51_.._ .

1.4920
1.4961 35 28 1.30...
J.. 5000 23. 10.
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APPENDIX B

7.E.W 10,X.1

DUAL DIMENSIONING SAE J390 SAE Standard
fh,, --a,,ne Standards Cc sno '.1e7r,c ae,;;;!0'..ai Jr..21y 1970.

I (,1-1.,,IRAL.

This doctament estabh-snes a umlor l'...rhod '1 combin-
..s U.S. customary (inch; units and rn...ric units of measure

un the same engineering drawing. In at:: document "metric
units- means the International or- Units iabbreviatd
SI) as described in ISO Recomm:. R 1000, which in-
cludes certain units in addition to I:- rc:rnal SI. Included

frpridance for citnverting front one syr:ein to the other
wink maMtaming interchangeability.

2 TANI) f:D UNITS

UNITS - The U.S. customary unit for linear di-
mensions is the inch with decimal dimensionine preferred.
(One inch equals 25.4 millimeters, exactly.)

METRIC UNITS The metric unit, on eng;neering
drawings. for linear din, :iisions is the millimeter.

2 .3 IDENTIFICATION OF UNITS The inch and milli-
me itri dimensions must be identified, one from the other as

2.3.1 Preterred Method - shall he identified
hy relatn.e position with the nuthm:.:: ,jimensions aHs-e or
to the left of the inch dimension.

± .1

1.200 ± .004

30.5,r+

1, 30.38

. 1.204 i

'96

30.4r; t 0 1/1.200 ± .004

2.3.2 Alternativa Methods It will be permissible to use
one of the following alternative methods of identification in
place of 2.3.1.

tar Position method as in 2.3.1 except with inch dimeh
;ion above or to the left of the millimeter dimension

(b) Square bracljets [ J surrounding the millimeter di-
mensions, placed adjacent to the inch dimensions (position
optional).

(c) Square brackets [ j surrounding the inchdimensions,
placed adjacent to the millimeter dimensions (position op-
tional).

2.3.3 Only one of the anove methods of identificat. in
of units may be us&l throughout a single draw-
ing. Each drawing sh. .!! illustrate how to inentify the inch
and millimeter dimensions, hy a note adjacent '0 ur within

88

MILLiMETER, MiLLIMETERINCE
INCH

INCH INCH !MILLIMETER],

IMILLNETERI

-022.7.11.1111

In converting e,isting drawings tO dual-dimer sion-
ins. spaae limitations may sometimes make it impractical to
locate d..mensions as required for identificat 'i by posit',"Ii.
In these aases it is permissible to show the converted dimen-
sion in a nearby associated location identified with the sym-
bol mm or IN.

2.3.5 Units 'flan linear and all units used for other
than normal dr.. ...imensions (i.e. mates or text) shall be
identiEed with the appropriate symbr-`..

Examples: 13.6 Nm/1.. aE FT

OVERHANG LIMITED TO 12.7 mm/.50 IN

2.4 COMMON UNITS Some units can be stated so ft it
the call out will satisfy the units of both systems. That :s,
00ts in. per inch or 0.006 MITI per hi:ilir.'eter can both ne

expressed sirilpi> as a tatic. )06.1. or 1i .1 note, sucii as
*I APLK 0.00h 1.

2.5 ANGLES Ha:- dimensions need no conversioli.
Angles stat-ad in degrees decimals of a degree 07 in de-
grees, minutes. and seconds are common to the inch and
metric systems of measurement.

2.6 NOMINAL DESIGNATIONS - Nominal detignations
ruch as thread sizes and tire sizes will not be converted.

3_ PRINCIPLES

3.1 MILL:METER PRACTICES
3.1.1 A zero precedes a cirnal point in a millimeter

vakie of less than one.

Example

3.1.2 Where unilateral toier,.. used and either the
plus or minus value is nil, this value shall ne expressed by a
single zero only.

9 5

Example
032 + 0.02



mal point, in the comp.ositi5sn of a millimeter :iidue, except
as follows,

(a) Where limit dimensroning is used and eithe- th e. max-
imum or minimunl dimensi-)n has digits followinz the dec,-
mai point, the other va:ue shah have added

tTiiilUS values shr-Llhase the sa471:' . :

asing zeros where necessa:-..

Example: 3_ not t_

3.1.4 The symbol sn and the abbresration lA :ire synony-
mous, defining a feature as diame' II. Either may be used on
a dual dimension drawing: howeve:. both :dull not be used an,
the same drawing. The application of either the symbol or

DIA is self explanatory. l hc;yni : o may either precede or
folrow the dimension.

Example: c..)=1- or
1.00 1.00

3.1.5 The decim_. sign for metric values shr.,11 be same a-,
tha, used for the inch decimal dir pension, a dor (.r.

3.1.6 Commas shall not be used to Isnete ,,hosisarrds
either Inch or metric %aloes,.

ExanIpre. 3254: ie

4. ...PPIsli..J10'N

4.1 NEW DRAWL7'-:(1.S Dual dlittensiors,-ic .ry.; dr.r,t

ings is facilitated if all do:lens:rens irre s1ury.r. (r,
4.2 GENERAL TOLERANCE'S General ;olerances ..

ally expressed oil .1 the tormat or F.c:.

erai note shall be dual dimensione5r
4.3 SYMBOLS chara,:er 5tic ssmbors for

form and position and the relnied tOkrar proccd'ire
recommended tu be used on Jual drmiieris 's-i J,-,,,,mg see

ANSI y14.5-1P66.
4.3.1 Dual dimensroned drawing nh spedify by the

ISO symboj as snown in l'(g. 7, tie, sir used.
Although hrsi angle pro:;_ictron is e.-nmionry :ised lir ecuri-

tries where the metric measurenleni system is stanriAr.i.
recommended that third ;':.:lection be used durl
rnensioned drawings that tolloY. tins documenz.

5. CONVERSION OF TOLFRANCED L1NFAR DIMEN-
SIONS

5.1 CONVI F 1DN TABDFS - Refer ;o Appendix A,
Tribi's an. ' 'narts, tor convetsion tabies of inch to millime-
ter vrilues :Ind millimeter to inch vlirres.

r----
.C2C:04 .0C0i.

1 .3004
.f2DL.

.C4

_

0.002 0.02
0 C) 2

2 OVEP

4 IJEMIAL

3 DECIMAL

2 DECIMAL

1 DECimAL

ki-OCE MH

PLACES

PLACES

PLACES

PLACE

5 DECIMAL PLACES

4 DECImAL PLACES

3 DECI!-AL PLACES

OEC PLACES

S.2 01- CONV:T11-1) 's - f tie .!(-

mensiou sF C1U.1I or 1/41uch is. 4cceptable as the i.uh-

stitun: unzin;:d d, drisron, sshether inch ur imliune-
shuind be sh,..wn to the number of decimal places so as

to mainiam interchangeability. Figs. r and 2 provide for a ?..

round ott of the conversion to dimensions :hat are practicar
(07. use A; ter donvers,on,iudg,ment must be applied to de-
5.:rmine that iF5 'rrin .he round oil does .,ot affect inter-
changeabihty Error can be reduced by retaining another
decimal place in the comerted C i5ension. interchangeahdrtt:
can he potvel, roundui: the lumts ot a dunen-
'5C, TCY1:t "
rLiy alrecn pr

s 2.i it is rocopuied Ma: so P.1.2 dimehsiuris may le(11.1(re
ditterenr (4 0..unli .(11. Olaf; o.nilainej in i

2. lr, irturh cases. riurdilleati.,us ;,, ibm r.(bulated values
may he insed. Iiimensi-us and rolerancex should always be
ds:serned by design intent, and stu,und not lie restrict:vs: tor
the simple reator, ot ::111.Stt ins!. a r--.athernaildtQconser,2Jon.

; INTERCHAM1fs 11311A ONSIDEfZitITONS
Ihrue are Isso haste tilerhodS 1,,ir determining the actual di-
meisriel value ricO svIH prolide ire interchangeability

pernui the %cep', :hie tit (II patts pro.
..triced it .,n dual 51:mentioned drawines. Method A rounds to
' h Mt: lanin5 or the tolet(ince and Method 13
roururs h. values ,risi..c-s intrde rhe tolera,:ce haw-.

; ornleusron d (.11

1(41c;(Aif,2 rotn,d (41 rule (see 5A1- J-r '-ar-s-

,graph 5 arid Erg. I in Fig. 2 t he limits con 'itdd .ry this
method. considere.1 as being acceptable tor :ntercha;,gea..
bihry, serve as a bays tor mspection

Csing1tleihod shmension . rounded off sys-
tentrinctIly inside the tolerance limits . t the dimension.

h- deed the onginal irrute. Thi;
methof must be employed wirer: the original tinot
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DUAL DIN1ENSIONING

be respected, absolutely. This method allows components
that are made to the converted limits to be inspected by us-
ing the gages that weee provided for the original commtents.
Metliod B may substantially reduce th'e tolerance and there-
by affect cost and producibility..

5.3.3 Interchaneeability consideration based upon the
maximum and minimum condition may require the applica-
tion.of both Method A'and B to the same dimension. As-
sembly of mating,parts depends upon a "go" condition at
the maximum material limits of the parts. The minimum
material limits which are determined by the respective toler-
ances are often not aseritical from a functional standpoint.
Accordingly, it may be de'sirable to employ a combination
of Methods A and B in certain conversions by using Method
B for the maximum material limits and Method A for the
minimum material limits. Alternatively, it may be desirable
to round automatically the converted minimum material
limits outside the original limiti to provide greater toler-
ances for manufacturing.

5.4 CONVERSION OF INCHES TO MILLIMETERS
514.1 Method A The use of this method guarantees

that even in the most unfavorable cases neither of the.two
original limits will be exceeded (or diminished) by more
than 4.9% of the tolerance with limit dimensions or 9.89
of the tolerance with plus and .minus toleranced dimensions.
In plus and minus toleranced dinwnsions the maximuM er-
ror shown can only be introduced into one limit of the di-
mension. The total tolerance may be increased or decreased
a maximum of 9.8% with either limit dimensioning or plus
and minus tolerant:A dimensions. See Fig. 3 for maxiinum
limit error in inches.

MET:1:3D A INCI: '.720 !.1.1.1..TTE5 C.CiNVEF.: 1
) . .:,.F PLACE:,

I ::
ik:, :arrz F.1,..303 IN INC117:::'

I.. I.:..a 7 PLUS & MT.i:"..P;;
0:M3J -..)-1:..i.11:T0N2 701..ECED., CDIP.7.-RSTrY.'i

'4 , 00000'2 .000004
.00002 . .00004

2 .0002 .0004
1 .002 .004
0 .02 .04

FIG. 3

5.4.1.1 'Limit Dimensions
(al Convert the two values exactly into millimeters by

means of the conversion factor one inch equals 25.4 mm.
(bX Round off the results obtained to the nearest round-

ed value as indicated in Fig. I, depending on the original total
tolerance in inches,

Conversion into millimeters gives:

49.9364
49.1'36

The total tolerance equals .032 in. and hes between .004
and .04 in.. and the consersion is rounded to the nearest
0.01 mm. This results in limits 3S follows:

49.94
49.12

5.4.1.2 Plus and Minus Toleranced Dimensions
(a) -Convert the dimension and each deviation exactly in-

to millimeters by means of the conversion facor 1 in.
equals 2514 mm exactly.

(b) Round off the results obtained to the nearest rounded
value as indicated in Fig. 1 depending on the original total
tolerance in inches.

Examples:

(1) Bilateral Toleraneed Dimension

.375 ± .005

Conversion into millimeters gives:

9.5250 ± 0.1270

The total tolerance equals .010 in. and thus lies between
.004 and .04 in. and the conversion is rounded to the
nearest 0.01 mm. This results in a final dimension as fol-
lows:

9.52 ± 0.13
(See 5.3.1 for round off rules)

(2) Unilateral Toleranced Dimension

+ .0001,250
- .005

Conversion into millimeters gives:

031.7500
- 0.1270

The total tolerance equals .005 in. and lies between .004
and .04 in. and the conversion is rounded to the nearest
0.01 mm. This results in a final dimension as follows:

0
31.75

- 0.13

Example: 1.966 5.4.2 Method B This method must be employed when
1.934 the original linnts may not be violated even slightly. Method

3



4 DUAL DIMENS!ONING

B is only directly applicable to limit dimensions, see 5.4.2.2.
With limit dimensions Method B may increase the lower limit
or decrease the upper limit a maximum of 9.8% of the :otal
tolerance. Method B may decrease the total tolerance a max-
imum of 19:7%. See Fig. 4 for maximum limit erro, in inches.

!,41;THOD B - INCH TO PELLINSTER CONVF.RSIaN

NO. or PLACES
RETAINED IN

ROITZED
MM CONVERSION

MAX LDIST ERROR IN 1.7iCI-E:
LIKE' DIYOISIONS

4

3

2

1

0

.000004

.00004
.0004
.004
.04

FIG. 4

5.4.2.1 Limit Dimensions
(a) Convert the two values exactly into millimeters by

means of the conversion factor (me inch equals 25.4 mm.
(b) Round off each limit towaid the-interior of the tol-

erance, that is, to the next lower value for the upper limit
and to the next bight: value for the lower limit.

Example: 1.966
1.934

Conversion into millimeters gives:

49.9364
49.1236

The total tolerance equals .032 in.and tics between .004
and .04 in., and the conversion is rounded inward to the near-
est 0.01 mm. This results in limits as follow,.

49.93
49.13

5.4.2.2 Plus and Minus Toleranced Dimensions Method
B is not directly applicable to plus and minus toleranced di-
mensions. If method B is desired, the dimension should be
changed to limits and conversion performed as in 5.4.2.1.

Example:

.375 ± .005

Calculate the maximum and minimum limits in inches

.380
.370

The total tolerance equals .010 in. and lies between .004 and
.04 in. and the conversion is rounded inward tu the nearest
0.01 rani, resulting in limits oF follows:

9.65
9.40

5.5 CONVERSION OF MILLIMETERS TO INCHES
5.5.1 Method A The use of this method guarantees

that even in the most unfavorable cases neither of the two
original limits will be exceeded (or diminished) by more than
6.4% of the tolerance with limit dimensions or 12.7% of the
tolerance with-plus and minus toleranced dimensions. In
plus and minus toleranced dimensions the maxim am error
shown can only be '.ntroduced into one limit of the dimen-
sion. The total tolerance may be increased or decreased-a
maximum of 12.7%with either limit dimensioning or plus
and minus toleranced dimensions. See Fig. 5 for maximum
limit error in inches.

IETH.DD A - XELLDIETER TO INCH CONVERSION

NO. OF PLACES
RETAINED IN

ROUNDED

INCH CONVERSION

MAX LIMIT ERROR IN INCP2S
LIMIT

DIMENSIONS
PLUS & MINUS'

TOLERANCE)
DIMENSIONS

5 .000005 .00001
Li .00005 .0001
3 .0005 .001
2 .005 .01
1 .05 .1

FIG. 5

5.5.1.1 Limit Dimensions
(a) Convert the two.values into inches by means of the

conversion factor 1 mm equals 1/25.4 in. to at least two
places more than required in the rounded conversion.

(b) Round off the results obtained to the nearest rounded
values as indicated in Fig. 2, depending on the original total
tolerance in millimeters.

Example:

49.6
48.8

Conversion into inches gives:

1.95275
1.92125

'The total tolerame equals 0.8 min and hes between 0.2
and 2.0 mm, and the conversion is rounded to the nearest
.001 in. This results in limits as follows:

Conversion into millimeters gives:

9.652 9 8 1.953

9.398

91



DUAL DIMENSIONING 5

5.5.1.2 Plus and Minus Toleranced Dimensions
(a) Convert the dimension and each deviation into inches

by means of the convers:on factor 1 mm equals 1/25.4 in.,
to at least two places more than required in the rounded con-
version.

(b) Round off the results obtained to the nearest rounded
value as indicated in Fig. 2 depending on the original total-tol-
erance in millimeters.

Examples:

(a) Bilateral Toleranced Dimension

73.43 ± 0.02

Conversion into inches gives:

2.890944 ± .000787

The total tolerance equals 0.04 inm and lies between 0.02
and 0.2 nun, and the conversion is rounded to the nearest
.0(J0) in. This results in final dimensions as follows:

2.8909 ± .0008

(h) Unilateral Toleranced Dimemion

0

Conversion into inches gives:

+.01181
2.95276

- .000

The total tolerance equals 0.3 itim and lies between O. and
2 mm. and the conversion is rounded to the nearest .001
This results in a dimension as follows:

+ .012
2.953 - .000

5.5-2 Method 13 This method must be employed when
the orignial limits may not be violated even slightly. Method
B is only directly applicable to limit dimensions, see 5.5.2.2.
With limit dimensions, Method B may increase the lower lim-
it or decrease the upper limit a maximum of I 2.7q of the
total tolerance. Method B may decrease the total tolerance
a maximum of 25.4%. See Fie. 6 for maximum limit error
in inches.

5.5-2.1 Limit Dimensions
(a) Convert the two values into inches by means of the

conversion factor T mm equals 1/25.4 in,. to at least two
places more than required in the rounded convershm.

(b) Round off each limit toward the interior of the tolcr-
ance, that is, to the next lower value for the upper limit and
to the next higher value for the lower limit.

92

ni.....= E.: - MILLIMETER TO IXE .:.).7.11.1:I2N

NO. OF PLACES
RETAINED IN
RDUNDED

INCH CMER;IION

MAX LIM,IT EP.:-;jR IN INCEE:

LIYETDDO:SI=

5 . 00001
4 .0001
3 .001
2 .01
1 .1

Example:

49.6
48.8

FIG. 6

Conversion into ini:hes gives:

1.95275
1.92125

The total tolerance equals 0.8 min and lies between 0.2
and 2.0 mm, and the conversion is rounded inward to
the neatest .001 in. Tins results in limits as follows:

1.952
.922

5.5.2.2 Plus and Minus Toleranced Dimem:ions Method
B is not directly applicable to plus and minus toleranced di-
mensions. if Method B is desired, the dimensions should be
changed to limns and conversion performed as in 5.5.2.1.

Example:

73.43 ± 0.02

Calculate the maxinmm and minimum limits in
ters:

73.45
73.41

Conversion into inches gives:

2.891732
2.890157

The total tolerance equals 0,04 nun and hes between 0.02
and 0.2 nun. and the conversion is rounded inward to the
nearest.0001 in. This results in limits-as follows:

9 9

2.8917

2.8902
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6. BASIC DIMENSIONS

DUAL DIMENSIONING

The conversion of a basic dimension shall be rounded off
to three places if converted to millimeters and five places if
converted to inches. This will result in a possible conversion
error always less than:

inch-millimeter .00002 in.
millimeter-inch .000005 in.

7. POSITION AND FORM TOLERANCE

Since the position and form tolerance is a total zone toler-
ance, Figs. 1 and 2 should determine the number of decimal
places in the converted value and either Method A or Method
B should be used to determine the degree of accuracy per-
mitted as it relates to the product and the interchangeabili:y
requirements.

8. TOL ERANCED DIMENSION APPLIED TO A NONTOL-
ERANCED POSITION DIMENSION

If a toleranced dimension is located in d plane. the posi-
tion of which is given by a nontoleranced basic dimension..
such as when dimensioning certain conical surfaces, proceed
as follows:

(a) Round off the basic dimension to the nearest con-
venient value.

(b) Calculate exactly, in the converted unit ofmeasure-
ment: new maximum and minimum limits of the specified
tolerance zone, in the new plane defined by the new basic
dimension.

(c) Round off these limits in conformity with the present
rules.

Exan.dle: A cone of taper .05:1 has a diameter of
1.000 ± 10.1" a r`=ferelke plane located II\

9.52 10.1 3
.375 t.005

[Qi 0.25X010
36.32 10.25
1.430 ±.0 1 0

44.531'0.0801.753 .t .0 03

GO

0.064/.002?

6.3510.25
.2501.010

30'

2

0.076A/03

C7 0.0251001
-A--

41 +0.05.22 -0.08
+.0021.623-.003

1.5625-16 UN-2A

031.75-
0.130

1.250 + '000
-.005

19.13-2 0.08
.753.±..003 °

1.38

1-1A-10.03810015
-13-]

10.0110.13
.394 1.005

25.46 ± 0.06
1.0025 ± .0025

2.24
+ 0.13/ +.005
- 0.05 312 -.002

6 HOLES EQ SP
[01_4-0.13/.005 16j

UNSPECIFIED TOLERANCES t0.5/t.02
MILLIMETER;

MILLIMETER/INCH
INCH

flaikr, /MCA PROUCTIOS

1 0 0

93



the nontoleranced dimension .9300 in liy virtue
of the taper of the cone, ths limits of the tolerance
zone depend on the position of the roference plane.
Consequently, if the dimension ')300 in. equals
23.6220 mm is rounded off to 23.600 mm (a reduc-
tion of 0.022 mm) each of the two original limits,
when converted exactly into millimeters must be col-
rected by 0.022 X 0.0S 0.0011 mm, M the appro.
priate sense, before being rounded off.

DUAL DIMENsIONING 7

9. DRAWING APPLICATION

The dlostration shown in Fig. 71N an example of how the
appliCatMn of the preceding instiuctions ,:ould apply. With
the addition of a design and dratjng facility title block and
applicable notes. this illustration ,:ould reflect a typical dual
dimensioned drawing. All linear dimensions and related tol-
erances follow Fig. 1 for the number of decimal places in the
conversion round off and Method A tor interchangeability
consideration.

11131IS IIAR IS

TAR, 8 1B-CONVERSION FROM FRACSIONAI. INCHES 10 MILEIMOIERS

in ft11111 mni

64 6.; 2,336 7.4 1.1005TABLE 1A-CONVERSION FROM DECJAAL INCHES TO MILUMETERS 1;32 0.031 233 0,93 750 17 34 y 531 /50 13 4,23 1;03 64 01;4!. 675 11S6 625 1.64 .
"nen in Tn. in rr on 1 16 0.052 500 1 587 503 Y 16

1 25.4 36 914.4 71 803 4 ; 54 0.078 1.984 :i75 37 04 iI.1,/n I ,50.8 37 939,9 72 828.8 3 37 11 .093 75.1 2,381 -PA iv 31 8,!.93 7;03 76 2 30 963.2 73 854 2 7,64 C. 10,1 37) 7711 1J; 3'2 01.34 37, 15 416 12',4 01.6 39 990.6 /4 879.4
5 127 0 056 0 905 0 1 'd u 3.175 093 ; 6 0 6:3 003 00,
6 152.4 41 041, 76 930.4 9/64 0.140 3 771 875 II 64 0,640 6:). I 6,2717 177,8 2 066 8 77 955.8 5,3? 0.156 256 1,268 /1.3 ,1 32 0636 :53 10 66H 750a 203.2 43 092 2 79 981./ 11,64 0 171 8/5 365 67; 43 04 0 671 875 1! 065 6139 .228.6 44 117,6 79 006.6

10 254.0 45 543,0 80 032.0 3 1; 0.18' 30; 4,761 S.20 11 15 0 58/ 1.02) 17,462 560
11 279:4 46 168 4 81 2 051.4 1,64 0.203 125 ;.159 45 6.1 2,7,13 I J, 17.899 37.,12 304.0 47 193,8 82 2 082.8 7132 0.216 750 7056 150 73 3J 0 7Ill I /1,2S613 33 12 48 219.2 83 2 108.2 15,64 0.234 374 7,953 I 7i 4/ 64 0134 .1/5 19.653 1/51 a 3556 49 244 6 84 2 133.6

361.) 270 0 85 2 159 0 1 .4 6 3;0 .101 .1 4 .1',1 ; I Y.057
16 406 4 S1 195 86 2 184.4 17,64 177,S 6 /..8 8/5 12 64 (9 444 IV,I / 431 8 52 320.0 87 I 209.8 9 3/ 2,0 13 750 25 12 J781 250 19 941 I,18 57.2 53 346 88 2 235.2 19 6,4 0 777. / 540 51', I 64 70,, 875,19 482.6 54 371,6 89 2 260 6
20 500: 55 397 0 90 2 286 0 5 16 0.312 5:0 7.937 500 13 15 31112 50., .0/ 63/ 500
11 533 4 56 422.4 91 2 311 4 21,64 o.334 7,1 64 ti 9:9 1:5 21,03422 558.8 57 447,8 92 2 336.8 11,37 0.30 75 ) 8 731 250 ;/ 31 0843 75Y 411 7;,)23 584.2 53 473.2 93 1 362.2 23/64 0.359 375 9.128 125 55 04 0 859 3/5 155)78 I pi
25

609.6 50
635.0 60

498 6 94 2 387.6
524 0 95 2 413,0 3,6 0.375 003 9.521 000 8 215 000 21/ 25

26 660.4 61 549,4 96 2 438.4 75764 0.390 625 '2.921 87; 17 64
e"'

:: 62127 685.8 62 574.8 97 2 463.8 13 /37 0 406 250 10.318 150 29,37 'i5 , :31)1 if /5028 711 2 63 600.2 2 489,2 27,64 0 421 875 10 715 675 59,64 BP,
! 73.415 62520 736.6 64 625.6 99 2 514,6

30 762.0 651.0 1C0 3 540,0 7/16 0.437 51'S 11.112 500 IS 15 0 937 500 23812 500
31 787.4 66 676 4 29;64 0.453 125 11.509 375 61.64 0 953 125 200 3/;32 812.8 67 701.8 15132 0.468 750 11.906 250 31,32 0,969 750 44.606 5033 838.2 68 727.2 31/64 0.464 375 12,303 125 63 64 09a4 S75, 2503334 863.6 69 752 6
'15 889.0 70 778.0 1/2 0.500 000 12.700 000 1 1.000 000 25.400 000

NOTE. AI aloe, 'n fable u, sacl. NOTE. 411 volt,. in InbIn ar itot,

94
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8 DUAL DIMENSIONING

TaaLE 2--CONVE8110$ FROM_ sA_ILLISAETE110 TO 11407195

met in rem

1 0.039 370 08 lo 1417 32: 8 71 2.795 275 o
2 0.078 740 16 37 1436 692 9 71 1 834 045 7
3 3.118 110 74 34 1490 063 0 73 2 874 015
4 0./57 480 31 39 1533 433 1 74 2913 385 a

0.196 850 39 1374 503 1 75 2.952 733 9

6 0.236 220 47 41 1614 173 2 7e 2.992 126 -
0.275 590 55 42 1.653 341 3 77 3.031 496 1

0.114 960 63 43 1.692 913 4 73 3.070 866 I
9 0.354 330 71 44 1.731 283 /9 3.110 136 2

10 0.393 700 4 '1.771 653 5 80 3.149 606 3

11 0433 070 9 1.611 oil di 3.166 476 4I/ 0.472 440 9 47 1.830 393 7 82 3.224 240 5
13 0.511 811 0 48 1.889, 763 03 3.267 716 3
14 0.571 181 1 49 1.929 133 9 04 3.307 080 0
15 0590 551 2 53 1.968 503 9 85 3.340 456 7

16 0.629 921 3 31 2.007 d74 0 86 , 3.363 626 .

17 0.669 291 3 ,. 32 2.047 144 I it/ 1.413 196
18 0708 66! 4 , 53 7.086 614 2 86 3 404 366 9
190 0.748

0787
031
401

5
6

1.175 964 2
33 '2.165 354 3

89
90

3.501
3 341

937 3
307 1

/1 0.8/6 771 7 o 1.204 724 4 91 3562 677
2.! 0.8156
/3 0.905

141
511

7 5/ 2.244 094 3
38 2.283 464 e i 91

93
3,622
3.661

047 2
417 3

'14 0.944 881 9 39 2.322 834 6 94 3 700 787
75 0984 252 0 63 1.362 204 7 95 3.740 137

10 1023 671 61 2.401 574 11 90 3.779 527 6
27 1062 992 1 nt 1.440 944 9 97 3.818 897
28 1.102 362 2 03 2 480 315 0 94 3.80) 267 7
29 t.)4j 732 3 64 7519 685 0 9.1 3.897 637 6
30 1.181 107 4 65 2.359 053 I 103 3.937 008

31
32

1.220
1.259

472
342

4
5

66 2.598 415 2
67 7.637 795 3

;

33 1299 212 6 68 2.6 165 4
34 1.338 582 7 69 2.7Io 335 4
35 1.377 452 8 70 2755 905 5

NOTE: Ilia ides n ili,i s814 Ads ieueeed elf.

© Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.-1971

SAE Techntcal Board PulS and P415101,1.0.,,
All technical repdrts including Standards approud and prac-
tices rCommendd er advisory only Thir use Dy anyone
ngtaged in Industry or trad is Mirly voluntary Thor is no
agrernant to adhere to any sAe standard or SAE fitecom-
mld8d Practice, and no commitMnt to" conform to or 15,,

9,41dc1 by any tchnical rport

95

102

in formulating and approving tchnical reports, th Technical
Board, its Councils and Committs will not invstigte or
consider patnts which my apply to the Subliact mattr Pros-
pective users of thy, report are rsponiDlei for protcting
thsthsIves against liahility for infringmnt of patnts
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APPENDIX C

LENGTH CONVERSION

Yards Meters
5

Each division on the left side of
the above chart stands for 1/4 yard,
and each metric division (on the
right) equals 0.1 tn (or 10 cm).

(To convert feet to meters, first
divide the number of feet by 3 to
get yards.)

103

96

CHARTS

Inches Centimeters
-40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

100

95
90
85
80

75
70
65
60
55

50
45

40
35

30
25
20
15

10

5

0

Each division on the left side of
the above chart stands for one
inch, and each metric division (on
the right) stands for 1 cm.

(To convert feet to centimeters,
first multiply the number of feet
by 1 2 to-get inches.)



APPENDIX 13

LIQUID CONVERSION CHARTS

Fluid Ounces Milliliters

SOO

15

10

Quarts Liters

10

10
450

9
400

8
350

7
300

6
250

5

200
4

ISO
3

2

50

Each division on the left side of
the above chart stands for 1.

fluid ounce, and each metric
division (on the right) equals 25
milliliters.

(To convert cups to milliliters,
first multiply the number of
cups by 8 to get fluid ounces.)

1. 0

97

9

8

7

6

5

Each division on the left stands
for one cup, and each metric
division (on the right) equals
0.3 liter (or 500 milliliters).

(To convert cups to liters, first
divide the number of cups by 4
to get quarts.)



APPENDIX E

MASS (WEIGHT) CONVERSION CHARTS

Ounces Grams

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9 250
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

- 450

350

- 300

200

150

100

50

0

Each division on the left.side of
the above eli2rt stands for 1

ounce, and each metric division
(on the right) equals 10 grams.

Pounds Kilograms

4 1/2

31/2

2 1/2

11/2

1/2

1.5

0.5

Each division on the left side of
the above chart stands for 1/2

pound, and each metric division
equals 0.1 kilogram (or 100
grams).



APPENDIX F

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION CHARTS

Fahrenheit Celsius
°F °C

110

105 40
100
95 35
90
85 30
80

2575
70
65

20

60 15
55
50 10
45
40
35 2-
30
25
20
15
10

5
0
4

45

-5
-10

15

-20

Each division on the left side of
the above chart stands for 5

degrees Fahrenheit, and each
division on the right equals one
degree Celsius.

1 0

99

Fahrenheit Celsius

575
550
525
500
475
450
425
400-
375
350
325
300
275
250
225
200
175

150
125

100

ec

300
290
280
270

,260
250
240
230
220
210
200
190
180

-170
160
150
140
130

-120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40

Each division on the left side
equals 25 degrees Fahrenheit,
and each division on the right
equals 10 degrees Celsius.



APPENDIX G

CLOTHING METRIC MEASUREMENT CHARTS

Measurements for Ladies

Inches Centimeters
Misses' Misses'
Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 Size 6 ' 8 10 12 14 15 18 20
Bust 301/2 311/2 321/2 34 36 38 40 42 Bust 78 80 83 87 92 97 102 107 cm
Waist 23 24 25 261/2 28 30 32 34 " Waist 58 61 64 67 71 76 81 87 cm
Hip 321/2 331/2 241/2 36 38 40 42 44 " Hip 83 85 88 92 97 102 107 112 cm
BackWaist Length 151/2 153/4 16 161/4 161/2 163/4 17 171/4" Back Waist Length 39.5 40 40.5 41.5 42 42.5 43 44 cm

Miss Petite Miss Petite

. Size 6rnp Snip lOmp 12mp 14rnp 16mp Size 6mp 8inp lOmp 12mp 14mp 16mp
Bust 301/2 311/2 321/2 34 36 38 " Bust 78 80 83 87 92 97 cm
Waist 231/2 241/2 251/2 27 281/2 301/2" Waist 60 62 65 69 73 78 cm
Hip 321/2 331/2 341/2 36 38 40 " Hip 83 85 88 92 97 102 cm
Back Waist Length 141/2 143/4 15 151/4 151/2 153/4" Back Waist Length 37 37.5 38 39 39.5 40 cm

junior Junior

Size 5 7 9 11 13 15 Size 5 7 9 11 13 15
Eilst 30 31 32 331/2 35 37 Bust 76 79 81 85 89 94 cm
Waist 221/2 231/2 241/2 251/2 27 29 Waist 56 60 62 65 69 74 cm
Hip 32 33 34 351/2 37 39 " Hip 81 84 87 90 94 99 cm
Sack Waist Length 15 151/4 151/2 153/4 16 161/4 " Back Waist Length 38 39 39.5 40 40.5 41.5 ern

unior Petite
Size 3jp 5jp 7jp 9jp 11jp 13jp Size 3jp Sip 7jp 9jp 11iP 13ip
ust 30 31 32 33 34 35 " Bust 76 79 81 84 87 89 err

Vaist 22 23 24 25 26 27 " Waist 56 58 61 64 66 69 err
lip 31 32 33 34 35 36 " Hip 79 81 84 87 89 92 err
3ack Waist Length 14 141/4 141/2 143/4 15 151/4 " Back Waist Length 35.5 36 37 37.5 38 39 err

/on ng Junior/Teen Young Junior/Teen
Size 6/6 7/8 9/10 11/12 13/14 15/16 Size 5/6 7/8 9/10 11/12 13/14 15111
3ust 28 29 301/2 32 33 V2 35 " Bust 71 74 78 81 85 89 en
Naist 22 23 24 25 26 27 " Waist 56 58 61 64 66 69 cn
-lip 31 32 331/2 35 361/2 38 " Hip 79 81 85 89 93 97 cn
3ack Waist Length 131/2 14 141/2 15 15% 153/4" Back Waist Lenoth 34.5 35.5 37 38 39 40 cn

A/omen's Women's
Size 38 40 42 44 46 48 SO Size 38 40 42 44 46 48 50
3ust 42 44 46 48 50 52 54" Bust 107 112 117 122 127 132 137 err
Naist 35 37 39 411/2 44 461/2 49" Waist 89 94 99 105 112 118 124 en
-lip 44 46 48 50 52 54 56" Hip 112 117 122 127 132 137 142 err
3ack Waist Length 171/4 173/4 171/2 175/8 173/4 177/8 18" Back Waist Length 44 44 44.5 45 45 45.5 46 en

1 ait'-Size Half-Size

ilze 10Y2 121/2 141/2 161/2 181/2 201/2 221/2 241/2 Size 101/2 121/2 141/2 161/2 181/2 201/2 221/2 241/2
3ust 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 " Bust 84 89 94 99 104 109 114 119 CR
Vaist 27 29 31 33 35 371/2 40 421/2" Waist 69 74 79 84 89 96 102 108 en.
lip 35 37 39 41 43 451/2 48 501/2" Hip 89 94 99 104 109 116 122 128 crr
3ack Waist Back WaistAnnth .1 c. 1W!, '11/., -Mit- 1ST/. la 1G1, 1 glf, " I e..-.....4. '10 'ICI 'IQ S An AA S An Z A 1 Al .-......

100

107



Measurements for Children

Inches Centimeters
Babies
Age Newborn r1-3 -months! 6 months

Babies
Age Newborn (1-3 months) 6 months

Weight
Height

7-13 !bs

17-24"
13-181Ds.

24"-26
Weight
Height

3-6 kg
43-61 crn

6-8 ko
61-67 cm

Toddlers' Toddlers'
Size !,

1 2 3 4 Size 1 2 3 4

Breast 19 20 21 22 23 Breast 45 51 53 56 58 cm
Waist 19 19', 20 202 21 Waist 45 80 51 52 53 cm
Approx. Height 28 31 34 3- 40" Approx. Height 71 7-':. 87 94 102 cm

Children's
4

Chiliren's
Size 2 3 4 5 6 6X Size 2

,
3

_ -
4

_
5 6 6X

Breast 21 22 23 24 25 25' 2 Breast 53 56 58 61 64 65 cm
Waist 20 20' 2 21 2112 22 22 '2 Waist 51 52 53 55 56 57 cm
H'p 22 23 24 25 26 2612" Hip 56 58 61 64 66 67 cm
Back Waist Length 81/2 9 91/2 10 10'2 103,4" Back Waist Length 22 23 24 25.5 27 27.5 cm
Approx. Height 35 38 41 44 47 48 " Approx. Haight 89 97 104 112 119 122 cm

Girls' Girls'
Size 7 8 10 12 14 Size 7 8 10_ 12 14
Breast 26 27 281.2 30 32 Breast 66 69 73 76 81 cm
Waist 23 231/2 2412 2512 261/2" Waist 58 60 62 65 67 cm
Hip 27 28 30 32 34 Hip 69 71 76 81 87 cm
Back Waist Length 1112 12 123"4 131,2 141.4" Back Waist Larrgth 29.5 31 32.5 34.5 36 cm
Approx. Height 50 52 56 5812 61 Approx. Height 127 132 1(.2 149 155 cm

Chubbie Chub'Die
Size 81/2c 101/2c 121/20 .141/2c Size 81/2c 101/2c 121/2c 141/20

reastBreast 30 3112 33 34'2" B 76 80 84 88 cm
Waist 28 29 30 31 Waist 71 74 76 79 cm
Hip 33 341/2 36 Hic 84 88 92 96 cm
Back Waist Length 12'2 1314 14 14 '3 B').-'1c1.1:ais Length 32 34 35.5 37.5 cm
Approx. Height 52 56 58'2 61 Approx. He-ghr 132 142 149 155 cm

Measurements for Men and Boys

Inches Centimeters
Boys' Teen-Boys' Boys' Teen-Boys'

Size 7 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 Size 7 8 14 16 18 20
Chest 26 27 28 30 32 331/2 35 361/2" Chest

_10 _12_
66 69 71 76 81

_ .
85 89 93 cm

Waist 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 130 Waist 58 61 64 66 89 71 74 76 cm
Hip (Seat) 27 28 291/2 31 321/2 34 351/2 37 Hip (Seat) 69 71 75 79 83 87 90 94 cm
Shirt Neck Size 113/4 12 121/2 13 131/2 14 141/2 15 Shirt Neck Size 30 31 32 33 34.5 35.5 37 38 cm
Height 48 50 54 58 61 64 66 68 Height 122 127 137 147 135 163 168 173 cm

Men's Mcil's
Size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 Size 34 36 38_ 40 42 44 46 48_
Chest 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 Chest 57 913 97 102 107 112 117 122 cm
Waist 28 30 32 34 36 39 42 44 Waist 71 76 81 87 92 99 107 112 cm
Hip (Seat) 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 Hip (Seat) 89 94 99 104 109 114 119 124 cm
Shirt Neck Size 14 141/2 15 151/2 16 161/2 17 172" Shirt Neck Dze 35.5 37 38 39.5 40.5 I2 43 44.5 cm
Shirt Sleeve 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 Shirt Sleevr. 81 81 84 04 87 87 89 89 cm

1 0 8
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Page 5 (UnitII; Lesson 1)

1. a. .4
b. .17
C. .09
d. .012
c. .0072
F. 7.03
g. 53.0002
h. 29:029

2. a. Two-tenths
b. Eighty-four hundredths
c. Six hUndred twenty-one thousandths
d. Three and seven-hundredths.
c. Seven hundred twenty-one thousandths
F. Four and fifty-two hundredths
g. Thirty-six and nine-thousandths
h. Eight and three hundred seventy-two thousandths
i. Six and six-hundredths
J. Four and two hundred eight thousandths
k. Sixteen and seventy-five thousandths
I. Fifty-thousandths
rn. One and thirtrtwo ten-thousandths
n. :Ten and four thousand nine ten-thousandths
o. Nine hundred ninety-eight thousandths
p. One hundred forty-nine and seven-tenths
q. Thirty-five and four hundred eighty-five thousandths
r. Twenty-two dollars and ninety-eight cents

Page 8 (II 2)

1. 100 dimes
2. 740 pennies
3. 540 dimes
4. 5400 pennies
5. 35 dimes

Page 9 (11 3)

1. S47.82
S7.40

3. 80 dimp
4. 67 dimes
5. 26 dimes

Page 12 (11 - 4)

1. a. meter
b. centimeter

.kilome ter._
cl. kilometer
C. meter

6. 3500 pennies
7. 4000 dimes
8. 1457 pennies
9. To the right. To multiply.

10. Multiply. To get more of the smaller units.

6. $14
7. $14.50
8. $22.95
9. Left

10. Divide. To get fewer of the larger units.

1 10,

1



4. a: 1000 meters
b. basic unit
c. ,.01 meter
d. .001 meter

Page 16 (III - 1)

5. 500 meters
6. a liter
7. Both the same
8. .01

1. A. 3 cm 4 mm or 3.4 c
B. 4: cm 9 mm or 4.9
C. 6 CFII 5 mm or 6.5

cin
CIII

D. 8 Cm 0 111111 or 8.0 Cm
E. 9 cm 8 mni or 9.8 cm
F. 10m c 8 Iii111 or 10.8 CIT1
G. 12 cm 7 mm or 12.7 cm
H. 14 cm 1 mm or 14.1 cm

A. l'").') CIT1

B. 23.8 cm
C. 24.5 cm
D. 25.4 cm

E. 26.6 cm
F. 28.0 cm
G. 29.8 cm
H. 31.9 cm

3. A. 21.6 citi E.
B. 27.9 cm F.
C. 4.2 cm G.
D. 2.1 cm

4. A.
B.

C.

5. A. 8 111111

8inin B. 5ini11 12min.
C.
D.
E.

Page 19 (III 2)

1. A. 10.2 in
B. 3.9 in
C. 12.5 ni
D. 142.8 In
E. .6 in

8111ni

9. Hectogram
10. by the thousand

wart-hours

3111111 21111111

A. 4.80 in 3. A.
B. 10.29 m B.

C. 9.04 rn C.
D. 26.92 in D.
E. .45 in

Page 20 (111 - 2)

Class Discussion ' 5. a. centimeter f. millimeter
1. millimeter b. centimeter g. millimeter
2. centimeters c. centimeter 11. meter
3. meters d. kilometer i. centimeter
4. millimeters e. meter .1. centimeter

.........._,.,, ....6Y' -5-:5 etn-..,,, .cenrirncters

Note that the correct answer to these questions depends upon the wording of
the question as well as the degree of accuracy desired. For example, "correct



to the nearest millimeter" can actually involve a measurement in centimeters. The
first decimal place represents the millimeters, of course. This is a good opportunity
for class discussion and further reinforcement of the concept of decimal parts of
the different measures.

Page 22 (HI 3)

s Discussion
More

2. About the same. Because .6 of 80 is 48, or about 50.
3. More
4. The track that covers a mile
5. Two more kilometers
6. 1000 m
7.

Page 93 (III 3

deka = 10 times
hecto = 100 times
kilo = 1000 times
A. meter Examples will vary.
B. centimeter
C. millimeter
D. kilometer

Page 26

1.

(III 4)

A. 2L6 cm 216 in 1 E. (1) cm in
B. 27.9 cm 279 min E. (2) cm
C. 4.2 cm 42 mm F. cm
D.,. 2.1 cm 21 mm G. (1)

G (2)
cm
cm

.6.

=:>. rn
3. A. 8 mm .8 cr

B.(1) 8 mm .8 :ni
C. mm cm a:- d . min cm

4.

D)E.

C.

Answers will ,

cm
cm
cm

5. A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

m
m
m
m
m

CH

cm
cm
cm
cm

112
3
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Page 29 Problem 8

Ai, START" WERE

.067

.014

77/E METER- E".4 TEg

1. 8.6 mm = .86 cm 16. 7 m = 700 cm

2. 9 m = 9000 mm 17. .9 cm = 9 mm

3. .43 km = 430 m 18. .00012 km = 120 mm

4. 6.7 cm = .067 m 19. 75 mm = 7.5 cm

5. 843 mm = .843 m 20. .0136 km = 13.6 m

6. .923 cm ..--- 9.23 mm 21. 5.3 m = 530 cm

7. 498 m = .498 km 22. 53 mm = .053 m

8. 28.3 m:--1 = 9.83 cm 23. .007 m = .7 cm
..

9. 4300 cm = .043 km 24. .86 m = 860 mm
10. 923 m = .923 km 25. .1 cm = ] mm

11 .843 m = 843 mm 26. 75 m = .075 km

12. 86000 mm = .086 km 27. 1200 cm = .012 km

13. .0067 km = 670 cm 28. 136000 mm = .136 km

14. 4.98 cm = 49.8 mm 29,. .1 m = 10' cm

15. 28.3 cm = .283 m 30. 1 mm = .1 cm

1 1

5



Page 30

sTART
HERE

4\,3

9. BRAIN TEASER

(la

1.3 5.9 4403

I E.
1.1 9 .9?

(b)

1. 8 in + 5 in = 13 :n & 9 in - 3 ni = 6 111

2. 8 in + 5 m = .013 km & 17 cm - 12 cm = 5- cm

3. 8 cm +5 cm = .13 & 43 km - 33 kin = 10 kin

4. 8 cm + 5 cm = 130 mm & 7. rnm - 4 tntn ,--- 3 min

5. 436 in + 764 in = 1.2 km & 32 cm - 9 cm = 23 C111

6. 8 cm + 2 win -7--- 82 min & 9 cm - 28 mm = 62 inm

7. 6 cm + 7 irmi =-- 67 min & 9 cm 28 rnm = 6.2 cm

8. 6 cm + 7 rum = 6.7 cm & 1 kin - 530 in = 470 71

9. 4 in +3 cm = 4.03 m & 1 kin - 530 in = .47 dn
10. 4 m 3 cm = 403 cr; & 9.8 in 0. III ----- 9

11. 3 cm + 20 rinn = C: & 9 in -- 380 cm = 5.2 in

12. 4 cm + 3 min = & 0.7 m 69 cm = 1 cm

13. 9 inm -I- 4 111111 = cm & 27 cm 19 cm = 8 cm

14. 10 in +200 cm = & 52 cm - 3 c.mr = .49 in.

13. 365 cm --I- 225 cm = -.9 in & 8 cin 3 cm = 50 min

16. 5 cm + 9 inm 59 nun & 14 cm 28 ni.m = 112 min

17. 356 mm +3/4 iiiii iS cm & 7 cm .- 28 in:-.1= 4.2 cm

18. 49 cm +18 cm = 670 :nm & 1 1 . min - 8 T71111 = .3

19. 38 in + 21 tn = km cc 3.9 mm 2.:.; Mr = 1.1 win
-I 8 Iii-j-T.7 -Y .---1.6.- m

115
6



Page 32 10. MIX AND MATCH PUZZLE I

57 km

.01 m 4 Hi

-23 km

400 km

3

400cm .1 cm

.57 c

4000 m 4 km 10 ni

5- din

5.7 in 23 nmi

.01 in .4 cm 4 mm

57 mm 5.7 kn

0 m

1 mm

2.3 c1:1)

57 r.

4 mm .4 cm

.057 inm

.01 in al

.C23 kill

.057 23 in

1000 cm -4 inin

230 din

23 in

.4 km 1 dm

4 cm 10 dm

57 cm

570 mm

10 cm .4 mm

2300 mm 230 mm

5.7 cm 5700 ,:!

--'0.mm .04 1:1 10 din 1 m

230 km 0.057 cm

.4

116

7

230 cm

400 mm .4 m

23 cm

23 cm

.04 mm

570 km



Page 34 (III 5)

II

is 92 CM.
No. of holes varies acc. to layout

L:ould be 92 or fewer.

6.
7.
8.
0.

258 cm LI .58 m
30.8 ni 385 bri,_ ,s
113 holes

.6 In 271 bri
3. 1- TO m 1.17 km 10. 6.-2 m 1 /").4 r
4. 72 m
5. 1. .2 m

Page 37 II - 6)

1. 75 mm or 7.5 cm A. 226 mm or 22.6 ciii
113 mm or 11.3 cm B. 239.3 nifIl or 23.93 cm
12.9 cm C. 126 mm or 1 2.6 cm
6.41 cm D. 77.2 cm
518 cm or 5.18 m E. 44.27 cm

3. 44 min 276 nim 11. A. 45 nun
4. 5.2 cm 16.3 cm 13. 4 min
5. 28.26 m 283 tiles C. 35 mm
6. 314 cm or 3.14 in D. 7 mm
7. 23.53 ni 3.14 12. 21.99 mm
8. 112 bricks- 13. 83 min
9. 9.04 ni 8.3 cm

10. 79.17 cm 3.1416 13.19 cm 14. 10 mm
1 71

15. 33 ni:n

Page 42 (IV - 1)

1

Page 45:

35 cm:

1 6. ?1 in2
2. 7. 8.4 m2
3. 8. 18 tn2
4. 9. 1.6 1112
5. 11.6 m2 10 13.2 rn2

Page P7. (I'. 3)

1. 48 cm' 96 cm2 4. 315 n:-
2. 15 ri-12 75 2 5. 15.8
3. 400 cm2

405 cm2

117
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Page 50 (IV - 4)

1. 1500 rn2
2. 15 m2
3. 32 m2
4. 111 m2

Page 53 (IV - 5)

1. 7.1 ni2
2. Inner area 7 8.5 rn2

Outer area 200.96 m2
Area of walk 122 m2

3. 6359 cm2 or .64 rn2
1741 cm2 or .17 m2

4. 907 cm2
5. 5.3 m 2

Page 55 ()V 6)

5. 44,000 m2
4.4 hectares

6. triangle 15,400 m 2
rectangle 28,600 m 2

44,000 m2

6. radius = 1.54 In
A 7.4 m2

7. 8 m2 .

128 plants
8. 64.18 cm2
9.(a) 154 cm2

(b) 314 cm2
10. 1.5 rn2

507 8 crn2

Symbol
Unit Linear S9uare

1. a. Textbook centimeter cm cm2
b.' Desk top centimeter. cm cm-

,
c. House ext. m m2meter
d. Floor meter m m2
e. House lot m2meter
1. Farm meter m m2 and hectare, ha
g. Township meter m IT12 , ha, or km2
h. Wire (cross sect.) millimeter mm mm2

2. 4500 m2
3. .2194 ha 5. 154 cm2
4. 20 rn2 6. 2112 cm2

2 1 7. 353 '7;
4 1 8. .46 JO ha

Page 57 (V 1)

a. 24 m3 d. 30 m3
e5. 192 m3 c. 23.9 m3

52.5 rn"c. 14 m3 1.

Page 58 (V 1)

1. 17.3 m 3
2. 232.6 rn3
3. 1600 cm3
4. .154 m3 or 1549oo cm3
5. 23.3 in3

6. 2.9 m3
7. 1.7 rn3
8. 25344 cm3

.025344 m3
9. 2.2 m

10. .6 m
Page 62

, - .

2. 25c; a liter 6. 5 crn3
3. Larger 7. .005 I
4. 4

1 1 8
8. 18 I

9
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Page 64 10. MIX AND MATCH PUZZLE H

(Volume Measure)

.04 mi

570 kl

100 1 .1 kl

23 ci

40 ki

.57 1

40 m3 4 mi 4 cm3

23 kl

.l mi

II 1

23 ml 2300 ml
...........521

.057 Id 57 mi

'

.4 mi 10 ci 1 di 400 dm3 400 1 .4 I 400 mi .01 mi

r
i 23 m1

57 ci 23 m 2.3 ci 57 di

10 di 40 cm3 40 ml .01 kl 10 1 4 kl 4000 1 400 kl

1

2 1 t 570 1 230 ml
.023 id 57 1 570 dm3 .23 1

_

.01 ml

.057 ml

4,cnn» 4 mi

i

1 nn|

,.3 di

.1 ci

.023 mi

4 6m»

|

4 1

57 kl

.0

2 0

11



Page 67

1. 125.6 m3
2. 418 m3
3. 25.1 m3
4. 4.6 m3
5. 1648.5 cm3
6. .22 rn3

Page 68

1. 1000
2. They are the same.
3. 1000
4. 3000 cm'

3000 ml
5. 5 m3

Page 70 (VI - 1)

7 (a) .350 m3
(b) 350 1

8. 30,800 1
9. 5 ml

10. 180 rn3

6. 452 m3
452,000 I

7. 505 ml
8. 401.9 m3
9. 9.5 kl

10. 9.51

Class discussion
1. a. kilogram 1. kilogram

b. kilogram g. ton
c. kilogram ' h. ton
d. gram i. milligram
C. ton

j.
gram

2. Metric ton is 1.1 times an English (short) ton
3. 1 gram --=-- .036 ounce

100 grams = 3.6 ounces

Problems
1. a. kilogram 3. 1.2 kg

b. fewer 4. 60 kg
c. divide by 2.2 5. 36 t
d. multiply by 2.2 6. 25 g
a. 3 kg 7. 1149 kg or 1.15 t
b. 3 g 8. No. Total weight was 5.5 t.
c. 3 g 9. Over by 105 nig or .1 g

1(4 7.5 mg

Page 74 (VII - 1)

1. 32°F 6. 68°F
2. 0°C 7. 20°C
3. 100°C 8. 37°C
4. 212°F 9. 98.6°F
5. On the Celsius scale

Page 75 (VII - 2)

1. 39°C 7. 160°C
2. -12°C 8. 232°C
3. 36°C 9. Water or brine 16°C
4. 25°C

10. Very slow 120° to 135° C
6. -18°C Slow 150° to 165° C

1 2 1 Moderate 175° to
Hot 205° to

190° C
245° C

12 .



Page 79 (VIII 1)

Class discussion
1. Unified National Thread UNC, UNF. UNEF
?. ISO metric threads
3. No.
4. It woud be possible to replace damaged or missing screws and bolts

anywhere in the world.
5. Standardization of screw threads mctric instead of inches aryi metric.

Simplification fewer sizes to manufacture, keep in stock, etc.
6. To make repairing and replacing of parts simpler.

Page 81 (VIII 2)

1. 12 mm
9. a. 1.75 mm

b. coarse-series
3. a. 16 mm

b. 1.5 mm
c. fine-series

4. a. 24 mm
b. 2.0 mm

r.c.

5. a. 24 min
b. 3.0 mm
c. coarse-series

6. a. 16 mm
b. 2.0 mm
c. -coarse-series

IL 22
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